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ABSTRACT 
HUMAN-HUMAN MULTI-THREADED SPOKEN 
DIALOGS IN THE PRESENCE OF DRIVING 
by 
OLEKSANDR SHYROKOV 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2010 
The problem addressed in this research is that engineers looking for interface 
designs do not have enough data about the interaction between multi-threaded dialogs 
and manual-visual tasks. Our goal was to investigate this interaction. We proposed to 
analyze how humans handle multi-threaded dialogs while engaged in a manual-visual 
task. More specifically, we looked at the interaction between performance on two spoken 
tasks and driving. The novelty of this dissertation is in its focus on the intersection 
between a manual-visual task and a multi-threaded speech communication between two 
humans. 
xvii 
We proposed an experiment setup that is suitable for investigating multi-
threaded spoken dialogs while subjects are involved in a manual-visual task. In our 
experiments one participant drove a simulated vehicle while talking with another 
participant located in a different room. The participants communicated using headphones 
and microphones. Both participants performed an ongoing task, which was interrupted by 
an interrupting task. Both tasks, the ongoing task and the interrupting task, were done 
using speech. We collected corpora of annotated data from our experiments and analyzed 
the data to verify the suitability of the proposed experiment setup. We found that, as 
expected, driving and our spoken tasks influenced each other. We also found that the 
timing of interruption influenced the spoken tasks. Unexpectedly, the data indicate that 
the ongoing task was more influenced by driving than the interrupting task. On the other 
hand, the interrupting task influenced driving more than the ongoing task. This suggests 
that the multiple resource model [1] does not capture the complexity of the interactions 
between the manual-visual and spoken tasks. We proposed that the perceived urgency or 




Driving has a significant social importance. The U.S. Census Bureau reports 
that Americans spend more than 100 hours a year on the road [2]. At the same time, the 
number of in-vehicle devices is increasing. As the computational capabilities of in-
vehicle devices continue to increase, more and more services and functionalities will be 
available to drivers. For example, location-based technologies, such as GPS navigation, 
are gaining widespread popularity with consumers, even though the interaction with these 
devices may interfere with driving performance [3-5]. For example, setting the 
destination on the navigational device using a touch screen while driving takes the 
driver's eyes away from the road and hands from the steering wheel [6]. Dialing a cell 
phone also takes the driver's attention away from the road [3]. An increasing concern for 
safety resulted in the acceptance of laws concerning the usage of cell phones while 
driving [7]. For instance, some states prohibit using a cell phone while driving. 
As an attempt to find a better way to control in-car devices while driving, the 
interaction with the devices is shifting to speech interactions [8]. Progress of spoken 
language research has already been applied with commercial success to enable hands-free 
interaction with devices in cars [9]. As a result, for instance, newer models of GPS 
1 
navigation systems come equipped with speech input and speech output. Examples of 
such devices are Garmin Nuvi 855, TomTom GO 920, and Pioneer AVIC-F500BT to 
name a few. Unfortunately, it is well known that spoken tasks can interfere with driving. 
Green [3] showed that interactions with cell phones increase the risk of a crash for 
drivers. Medenica and Kun [10] showed that interaction with police mobile radio 
negatively influences driving performance. McCarley [4] found that drivers engaged in a 
conversation do not scan the scene for potential dangers as much as drivers who are not 
engaged in a conversation. In general, the question of how these new technologies affect 
drivers, as well as the question of how to integrate these technologies so as to reduce the 
threat of accidents has not been adequately addressed. 
The presence of multiple voice controlled devices in a vehicle gives rise to 
multi-threaded dialogs. We define a dialog thread as an exchange of information on one 
particular topic between two parties, either a human and a device, or two humans. If more 
than one topic or more than two parties are involved in the exchange of information, then 
multiple dialog threads are present, forming a multi-threaded dialog. Multi-threaded 
dialogs are natural for humans: we have all been in conversations in which we had to 
bring up a new topic before finishing the current one, and then go back to the original 
topic, or in a conversation in which we were interrupted by another person before we 
could return to discussing the original topic of our conversation. 
People are capable of being involved in such dialogs while performing a 
manual-visual task. Car drivers can talk to passengers or on a cell phone, but engaging in 
a spoken task could influence the manual-visual task performance. For instance, 
conversing on a cell phone while driving might increase the risk of a crash [3]. This 
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interaction between manual-visual tasks and multi-threaded dialogs is a two way 
interaction. On one hand, the manual-visual tasks could influence the dialog. For 
example, in our previous work [11], we found that people driving a vehicle answered 
questions slower as compared to people not engaged in a manual-visual task. On the 
other hand, different parts of the spoken dialog could influence the manual-visual task 
performance. For example, conversations might decrease the visual scanning range of a 
driver [4], which, in turn, may lead to an accident. A better understanding of the 
processes involved in the interaction between humans and computers in eyes-hands-busy 
environments is required. This knowledge can help build devices which can efficiently 
accommodate users engaged in a manual-visual task. 
1.1 Problem 
The problem that motivates our work is that engineers designing human-
computer interfaces do not have enough data about the interaction between multi-
threaded dialogs and manual-visual tasks. In order to build a human-computer speech 
interface that supports multi-threaded dialogs there needs to be a set of conventions for 
the interface to follow. Human-human conversations can provide us with such a set of 
conventions. Nass and Brave [12] showed that oftentimes people utilize similar behaviors 
when interacting with a person and a computer. The authors also showed that human-
human interactions may not be the best model for human-computer interactions, because 
of the differences between human cognition and current computer organization. For 
example, modern computers can preserve and retrieve information exactly as it was 
received, but most humans have difficulty remembering exact information, such as long 
numeric values. Nevertheless, human-human interactions as a model for human-computer 
1 
interactions have the advantage of being natural to people. This is a very important factor 
when the technology must be utilized by a broad range of consumers. 
Figure 1.1 illustrates a multi-threaded dialog between two people who are 
discussing driving directions to a restaurant (thread 1) while driving to that restaurant 
(manual-visual task). One person is the driver, and the other person is the passenger. At 
some point in time (point A) they start talking about the food choices in the restaurant 
(thread 2). Before finishing the discussion about the food choices they switch back to the 
driving directions (point B), due to a complex intersection ahead. After the intersection is 
cleared the participants discuss the directions again, in order to make sure that they are 
still on the right path. This leads them to discuss if they have enough gas to reach the 
destination (thread 3, point C). They return to discussing directions (point D), because 
now they need to stop by the gas station. When the passenger attempts to resume the 
discussion of the food choices (thread 2, point E), the driver asks a few more questions 
about the directions (thread 1), and thus, the return to thread 2 is not successful. Once the 








Figure 1.1: Switching between threads. 
Participants in the above dialog are changing topics. Hence, they must manage 
switching topics and resuming previously discussed topics. Switching and resumptions 
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play a major role in achieving a successful and an efficient multi-threaded 
communication. Switching and resumptions facilitate maintaining the common ground, 
which enables the conversation to proceed. Common ground is the knowledge shared 
between the participants of a dialog. Clark and Brennan [13] show that all collective 
actions are built on common ground and its accumulation. Switching is the process of 
signaling a thread change and establishing a new common ground. Resumption is the 
process of restoring the common ground from a previous dialog thread. There is a 
substantial body of research on how people signal topic shifts in monologs and dialogs 
[14,15], such as using prosodic cues and discourse markers [16]. Grosz and Sidner [17] 
explored the switches in single threaded dialogs. Recently, some research has been done 
on exploring task switching in multi-tasking dialogs [18]. The novelty of this dissertation 
is in the focus on the intersection between a manual-visual task and a multi-threaded 
speech communication as shown as a black area in Figure 1.2. 
Figure 1.2 Area of interest for this dissertation. 
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1.2 Goal 
Our first goal is to investigate the interaction between multi-threaded dialogs 
and manual-visual tasks. More specifically, we look at the interaction between the 
performance on two spoken tasks and driving. Our second goal is to investigate how 
people manage multi-threaded dialogs when one participant is driving a vehicle. The first 
goal focuses on the performance on the spoken and manual-visual tasks, while the second 
goal focuses on the behavioral strategies employed by humans. 
Driving is our choice of a manual-visual task for the reason that driving has an 
important role in our society [2]. It is also common for people to be engaged in a spoken 
task while driving. There are tools for measuring the driving performance during 
controlled experiments, such as driving simulators made by DriveSafety [19]. In addition, 
there is a range of driving tasks, which allow us to control the difficulty of the manual-
visual task. For example, it is known that driving on a straight highway with no traffic is 
easier than driving through complex intersections in a city during rush hours [20]. 
Finally, it is relatively easy to find competent subjects for the experiments. 
We focus on a multi-threaded dialog consisting of one ongoing task and one 
interrupting task. To achieve our goals we chose spoken tasks which allow us to measure 
task performance and switching behavior. The ongoing task is organized in the form of 
question/answer or statement/confirmation pairs. Such discourse structure is common in 
command and control applications [21,22]. We use definition of an adjacency pah-
proposed by Schegloff and Sacks [23]. The authors defined question/answer or 
statement/confirmation as an adjacency pair. One benefit of using question/answer pairs 
is that there is little ambiguity with the annotation and classification of the dialog 
utterances. A single adjacency pair consists of a question or statement by one participant, 
and an answer or confirmation from the other participant. Multiple adjacency pairs aimed 
to achieve a particular goal form a dialog thread. The purpose of the interrupting task is 
to take attention away from the ongoing task. This allows us to observe the behavior 
subjects exhibit when they switch from the ongoing task to the interrupting task and back. 
1.3 Hypotheses 
To achieve our first goal we focus on effects of driving on the spoken tasks, 
effects of the spoken tasks on driving performance, and how the timing of a switch 
between the tasks affects the spoken tasks. To achieve our second goal we focus on 
methods people utilize to switch between the spoken tasks and how urgency affects these 
methods. The following sub-sections describe hypotheses we aim to test in this 
dissertation. The first three hypotheses address our first goal, and the last two hypotheses 
address our second goal. 
1.3.1 Spoken task performance while driving (hypothesis 1) 
We predict that spoken task performance degrades in the presence of driving. 
Models that are used to estimate response times and memory recalls for single or dual 
task setups show that task performance degrades with decrease in attention [24]. We 
expect similar results to be present when attention is captured by driving. It is plausible to 
see longer response times for drivers than non-drivers. Our hypothesis states that in 
relation to performance measures in the multi-threaded dialog, the person driving a 
vehicle will be worse than the person not engaged in a manual-visual task. 
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We also predict that more demanding driving conditions will negatively 
influence spoken tasks. More attention must be diverted to the driving in a difficult 
situation, and, therefore, less attention will be available for the spoken tasks. This might 
result in a degraded performance on the spoken tasks. 
1.3.2 Spoken tasks affect driving performance 
(hypothesis 2) 
We hypothesize that spoken tasks will affect driving performance. Driving and 
managing a multi-threaded dialog could be too challenging for the driver, which, in turn, 
could result in degraded driving performance. This hypothesis states that there is a 
difference in driving performance when comparing the driving performance while the 
driver is engaged in the primary spoken task with the driving performance while the 
driver is engaged in the interrupting spoken task. The driver knows that the primary task 
must be resumed and thus not only an interrupting task must be completed, but the state 
of the primary task must be remembered. This increased cognitive demand might be 
noticeable in the driving performance. 
1.3.3 Timing of a switch influences spoken tasks 
(hypothesis 3) 
We predict that there is an interaction between the time when a second dialog 
thread interrupts the first dialog thread and the performance associated with the dialog 
threads (such as number of utterances, length of pauses, etc.). Yang and Heeman [25] 
identified two types of context restoration techniques employed by participants in their 
experiment: utterance restatement and information review. Utterance restatement resumes 
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the interrupted conversation from the point where it was interrupted by repetition of the 
last utterance. Information review, on the other hand, provides the critical information 
that the other speaker might have forgotten. Given that a dialog involves building up a 
context, we surmise that it will take longer for the participants to restore the context when 
the switch happens later in the dialog. For example, the dialog shown in Table 1.1 




















I would like to order an appetizer. 
Okay. 
I do not want a salad, though. 
No salad then. 
Fish for an entree would be nice. 
I see. 







Table 1.1 Building up the dialog context. 
Table 1.1 shows a dialog of two people discussing a dinner. Person A 
contributes multiple facts during this dialog in utterances Ul, U3, U5, and U7. If this 
dialog was interrupted after the very first utterance, the participants would only have to 
remember one fact to continue their conversation. In this case they might utilize utterance 
restatement. If the dialog was interrupted after the last utterance, then participants would 
have to remember four facts and the information review could be more appropriate. 
We expect to see the change in performance measures for spoken tasks 
depending on the timing of an interruption. For instance, interruptions introduced later 
during the ongoing task could decrease performance measures for both tasks. 
Q 
1.3.4 Switching behavior (hypothesis 4) 
Before switching to a different task the participants must agree to switch from 
the current task to the other task and then resume this other task if it has been already 
started [25]. How people engage in these behaviors might be influenced by the presence 
of a manual-visual task. We predict that people will utilize a number of switching 
behaviors. For example, people might mark the switch from one task to another [18]. The 
marking can be done using special cue words or prosody [18]. This has a potential to 
simplify the communication for the participants. Presence of a manual-visual task might 
cause people to utilize different behavior as compared to people not engaged in a manual-
visual task. For instance, we might see that people who are not driving use cue words, 
while drivers do not, because added workload might cause drivers to simplify their 
switching behaviors. When switching back to the ongoing task drivers might not provide 
a summary of the task because they have to deal with driving. On the other hand, the 
person who is not engaged in a manual-visual task might choose to help the driver by 
keeping track of the task status for the driver. 
1.3.5 Urgency of the interrupting task (hypothesis 5) 
We hypothesize that more urgent interrupting tasks will be dealt with more 
quickly. This implies that subjects might choose different methods when introducing the 
interrupting task into the ongoing task depending on how quickly the interrupting task 
must be resolved. For example, if the interrupting task is urgent, subjects might choose to 
interrupt immediately, independently of who is currently speaking. On the other hand, if 
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the interrupting task is not urgent, and someone is currently speaking, subjects might wait 
until the person stopped speaking before introducing the interruption. 
1.4 Approach 
In order to achieve our goals we created multiple experiments to test our 
hypotheses (two experiments are described in this document). We experimented with 
different spoken tasks in order to find ones that proved suitable for our purposes. We 
chose to use a driving simulator, because it allowed us to have a controlled environment 
for the experiment. The driving simulator provided measures for the driving performance 
that are representative of real-life performance [26]. After that we ran the experiments 
and collected data. Finally we analyzed the data, and presented the results in this 
document. 
1.5 Dissertation organization 
Chapter 2 describes the previous research relevant to the stated problem. 
Chapter 3 describes our first experiment setup with the analysis of the data obtained from 
this experiment. Chapter 4 describes our final experiment setup. Chapter 5 discusses the 
results of our final experiment. The conclusion remarks are given in Chapter 6, and 




Exploring multi-threaded dialogs during manual-visual tasks presents a new 
research problem. Psychology, computer science, and human factors researchers address 
areas related to manual-visual or multi-threaded dialogs. However, most of the research 
setups in these areas cannot be directly adapted for use in experiments that combine 
multi-threaded dialogs and a manual-visual task. Nevertheless, the previous research 
provided us with guidelines to follow. 
2.1 Multi-threaded dialogs 
Research on multi-threaded dialogs suggests that people keep track of multiple 
threads. Rose et al. [27] showed that incorporation of information about multiple threads 
of the conversation into the discourse structure is more beneficial as opposed to a stack 
structure of the discourse. The authors proposed an approach which allows having a stack 
with multiple top elements, corresponding to different dialog threads. In a multi-lingual 
speech-to-speech computer system, the discourse processor that used this extension 
performed slightly better than the simple stack discourse processor when analyzing 
negotiation dialogs. The authors used dialog threads that related to the same topic of 
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conversation, for example, in discussing which day suits better for a meeting, discussion 
about Monday is considered one thread, while discussion about Tuesday is another 
thread. In this dissertation the threads relate to different tasks. 
Some work was also done in the area of conversational multi-threading in 
dialog management by Lemon et al. [28]. The authors used tree-like structures to describe 
dialog moves and activities, where different branches correspond to different threads. In 
their later work Lemon et al. [29], extended this concept to improve the robustness of 
their interfaces. They used thread information for context-sensitive speech recognition 
and interpretation of corrective fragments. The results suggest that multi-threaded dialogs 
should not be treated the same way as single threaded dialogs. This serves as a motivation 
for this research. 
Heeman and Fan [30] experimented with an ongoing task in which two 
participants had to work together to form a poker hand. Participants communicated via 
headsets with microphones using speech to share information about their cards (the 
participants could not see each other, which made the communication unimodal). 
Periodically, one of the participants was prompted to determine whether the other 
conversant has a certain picture displayed on the screen (interrupting task). The urgency 
of the interrupting task was an experimental variable and varied between 10, 25, or 40 
seconds given to complete the interrupting task. The authors found that this setup elicited 
both rich collaboration for the card game [25] and interesting task management. 
Unfortunately, the card playing task cannot be used as an ongoing task for our research, 
because it requires subjects to see their cards, and for a person involved in a manual-
visual task it would create interference with the driving (section 4.1, pg. 49). 
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2.2 Conversations during meetings 
Research on "meetings" mostly focuses on facilitation or retrieving and 
processing data collected during meetings. The setting of such research is very different 
from ours, due to the multimodal nature of interactions between participants. In real life if 
given an option, people use multiple modalities to facilitate multi-threaded dialogs. Given 
that we would like the driver to keep his eyes on the road, we decided that having a 
passenger in a car might give subjects an opportunity to use modalities other than speech. 
The following research indicates that, indeed we need to control what modalities subjects 
utilize for communication. 
Oh et al. [31] showed that gaze direction can be used to determine the intended 
recipient for an utterance. With their Wizard-of-Oz experiment (subjects were thinking 
that they interact with a computer system, but it was another person who controlled the 
responses of the computer system) they showed that "look-to-talk" is a natural alternative 
to speech indication of the target listener. McCowan et al. [32] presented a framework for 
computer observation and understanding of interacting people in the meeting context. 
The authors used a multi-sensor meeting room to collect the data. The processing of the 
collected data allowed the authors to locate, track, and identify participants, as well as 
recognize participants' individual actions, such as monologues, discussions, and 
presentations, to name a few. The research suggested that we need to control the 
modalities of interactions between participants. Thus we decided to place subjects in 
different rooms and allow them to communicate using headphones and microphones. 
This guarantees that speech is the only modality of interaction. 
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2.3 Switching between non-verbal tasks 
According to the dual coding theory [33] humans process visual information 
and spoken information differently. Therefore, we cannot easily transfer conclusions 
from experiments with visual tasks into the domain of speech interactions. Still it is 
possible to utilize techniques, methods, and performance measures from these 
experiments. 
Arroyo et al. [34] used modalities such as heat, smell, sound, vibration and 
light to signal interruptions. The authors conclude that individual differences control the 
effect of interrupting stimuli. They argue that it is possible to build an interface that 
would dynamically select the proper modality for an interruption, based on its 
effectiveness for a particular person. This research indicates that we might expect to find 
individual differences between the subjects. 
Gillie and Broadbent [35] studied what makes an interruption the most 
disruptive in the domain of visual tasks. The authors conclude that the time when 
interruption happened and the length of interruption are less important than the 
complexity and similarity of the tasks. Hence, in our research we controlled the 
complexity and similarity of the tasks. 
Miyata and Norman [36] gave an overview of psychological theory of human 
behavior when involved in multiple activities and related it to the design of windows in 
graphic user interfaces. The authors discussed task-driven and interruption-driven 
processing. People utilize the interruption-driven processing when they are engaged in 
one task while expecting to be interrupted at any time. Their behavior in this condition is 
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different from behavior when there is no expectation of an interruption. In our research 
we focus on interruption-driven behavior. 
Bailey et al. [37] proposed and evaluated a technique for notifying users about 
new information while they are browsing the World Wide Web. The authors showed that 
their technique of notification, called "Adjusting Windows" provided the best (of tested 
techniques) balance of information awareness with intrusion in comparison with 
background window and a dialog window. Their method was preferred by many of the 
users over other methods of notification. In subsequent work Adamczyk and Bailey [38] 
performed experiments to measure the effects of interrupting users at different moments 
(beginning, middle, end) of task execution. The tasks were document editing and 
summary writing after watching a video clip. The authors showed that different 
interruption moments have different impacts on user emotional state. This is an indication 
that timing of interruptions might affect performance measures of the subjects. This 
serves as a motivation for our hypothesis 3, which focuses on the timing of interruptions 
and performance on spoken tasks. 
McFarlane [39] discussed the major dimensions of interruption taxonomy. The 
taxonomy identified the four ways of coordinating user-interruption: immediate, 
negotiated, mediated, and scheduled. In our domain, an example of an immediate 
interruption is a blown up tire. The driver must respond immediately to this event. An 
example of a negotiated interruption is when a passenger asks a driver: "Can I ask you a 
question?" The driver has an option of choosing the time when and how to answer. An 
example of a mediated interruption is when a passenger from a back seat asks the front 
seat passenger to ask the driver something, when it seems that the driver can respond. An 
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example of a scheduled interruption is a scheduled phone call, so the driver knows that at 
1:00pm there will be a phone call for him. This taxonomy can be used to classify how 
people engaged in manual-visual task chose to coordinate their interruptions. 
2.4 Cognitive load 
Cognitive load or mental workload is defined as the relationship between the 
cognitive demands placed on a user by a task and the cognitive resources of that user 
[1,40]. Higher cognitive load implies that the user has a higher chance of making an 
error. There are three commonly used ways of estimating cognitive load: physiological 
(pupil dilation [41,42], heart-rate variability [43], galvanic skin response [44], etc.), 
subjective (NASA-TLX questionnaire [45,40]), and performance measures. Physiological 
measures depend on other factors, for example, environmental conditions (temperature, 
noise), the user's cognitive state (stress [46]), and the user's physical activity. Subjective 
measures show subjective assessment of the amount of cognitive load experienced by a 
user. These measures, however, cannot assess rapid changes in cognitive load that might 
be the result of changes in experimental conditions. Performance measures show how 
well the user performs a given task. For driving, this can include measures such as 
variance in lane position and amount of visual attention to the outside world. On the other 
hand, performance measures might not linearly correspond to the cognitive load, but 
might only signal when the cognitive load is too high for the user to successfully 
complete the task. We decided to use performance measures to capture cognitive load, 
because subjective measures cannot capture changes in experimental conditions over the 
course of the experiment. We also collect some physiological data, such as pupil dilation, 
however, the analysis of such data is left for future work. 
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For the tasks of driving, a number of specialized physiological measures have 
been used. Recarte and Nunes [47] investigated effects of verbal and spatial-imagery 
tasks on eye fixations while driving. They found that during a verbal task the visual 
inspection window shrinks, which means that the driver does not pay as much attention to 
the road. Spatial-imagery task shrinks that window even more. Horrey et al. [48] 
examined the impact of in-vehicle task on driver performance and visual scanning. Their 
experiments accounted for 95% of the variance in scanning using a computational model 
of visual attention, which indicates increased cognitive load on the driver. This could be 
used for an indirect measure of the cognitive load of drivers. 
Wickens [49] used multiple resource theory to show that it is possible for one 
task performance to be negatively influenced by other tasks done in parallel. The 4-
dimensional multiple resource model described by Wickens [1] gives guidelines for the 
design of the spoken interaction tasks. The four dimensions of the model are: sensory 
modalities, codes, channels of visual information, and stages. We would like to separate 
the manual-visual task from the multi-threaded dialog as much as possible along these 
dimensions, to localize the interference to particular dimensions. This allows us to better 
understand the relationship between the manual-visual task and multi-threaded dialogs. 
This model provided us with the starting point for development of our driving and spoken 
tasks as described in section 4.1 (pg. 49). 
2.5 Task interference 
Understanding of how different task interfere with each other will allow 
engineers to design human-computer interfaces in a way that would minimize this 
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interference. Modeling how tasks affect cognitive load is a step in this direction. This 
dissertation aims to provide more information which can be used to improve existing 
models. 
Horrey and Wickens [50] used a computational version of the multiple-
resource model to quantify how much demand different in-car tasks have for different 
resources and how different tasks interfere when using common resources. In their 
validation study subjects drove a simulator on urban and rural routes of varying 
complexity while engaging in secondary phone number read-back tasks presented by 
displays positioned in different locations in the cabin. The secondary task was presented 
on screens or auditorily. The study showed that the model was able to predict 85% of the 
variance in performance decrements in secondary task latency and 98% of the variance in 
response times to critical road hazards. Still, shortcomings of the computational model 
are that expertise is required to establish conflict values and demand vectors, and the 
model provides only a relative assessment of task interference between various task 
combinations. Our research can be used to provide data for establishing conflict values 
and demand vectors, which are explained in section 4.1, pg. 49. 
Strayer et al. [51] showed that listening to radio broadcast or a book on tape 
did not affect the driving performance as much as a conversation on a cell phone did. 
They argue that cell phone conversations disrupt performance by diverting attention to an 
engaging cognitive context other than the one associated with driving. In their later work, 
Strayer and Johnston [52] showed that performance of a manual visual task was affected 
by a task that required word generation. The authors suggested that disrupted 
performance on manual visual task is due to the diverted attention to an engaging 
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cognitive context other than the one immediately associated with driving, which is not 
consistent with the multiple-resource model [1]. Our research provides more data about 
this issue. We also utilize the interrupting task used by Strayer and Johnston in their 
experiments [52]. 
2.6 Driving performance 
To test our hypotheses 1 and 2, which focus on the interaction between the 
spoken tasks and driving, we need to track the driving performance. Many researchers 
have worked on evaluating the visual and cognitive load of driving as well as that of 
participating in other in-car activities concurrently, such as talking on a cell phone. There 
is a strong evidence for the interaction between driving task and in-car activities. Driving 
performance measures can also be used to estimate cognitive load (section 2.4, pg. 17). 
In order to help the development of crash countermeasures, Neale et al. [53] 
collected data about the driving habits, performance, and other factors of 100 drivers over 
a period of one year. Their study provides useful data on the causes of crashes and near-
crashes. For example, the most common cause of crashes was a lead vehicle braking. 
Green [54] analyzed a large number of studies related to brake reaction times. He pointed 
out that it was difficult to reconcile results from various sources, since individual studies 
used different setups, but Green's work has a thorough research overview of the field. 
Jamson and Merat [55] used processed steering angle data to measure the 
driver's fatigue. Their work was based on the research done by MacDonald and Hoffman 
[56] who investigated a relationship between steering wheel angle and driving task 
demand. The authors argue that whether the relationship is positive or negative depends 
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on the level of task difficulty relative to the driver's capacity to cope with it. In short, the 
driver's capacity must be accounted for in order to use steering wheel angle data. For 
example, the driver's experience influences the steering wheel angle measurement. This 
means that standalone steering wheel angle measures may not be directly translated into 
the driving performance measures. Therefore, we utilize the steering wheel angle 
measurements along with other driving performance measurements (lane position, 
distance to leading vehicle, etc.). 
Tsimhoni and Green [57] used the visual occlusion method to estimate the 
visual demand of different road types. They found that visual demand increases 
significantly with the increase of curve radius. This research suggests that driving on 
curvy roads should be more difficult than driving on straight roads. We use this 
information to create two road types with different driving difficulty. 
2.6.1 In-car devices 
Driving is the choice of manual-visual task for our experiments. Research on 
in-car devices is tightly coupled with the research of driving performance. The following 
research confirms that, indeed, multi-tasking in a vehicle can lead to a crash, if multi-
tasking is not organized properly. 
Green [58] reviewed research concerning effects of in-car devices on driving 
performance or visual attention. He found that interacting with visual navigational 
devices causes more frequent lane departures, which is a potential for a hazardous 
situation. Strayer et al. [59] examined the effects of hands-free cell phone conversations 
on simulated driving. The authors found that conversations using hands-free cell phone 
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impaired driver's reaction time to vehicles braking in front of them. This supports our 
hypothesis 2, which focuses on the effects of spoken tasks on driving performance 
Baron and Green [8] summarized the human factors literature on the use of 
speech interfaces for different in-car tasks, such as music selection, email processing, etc. 
They conclude that generally driving performance was better when using speech 
interfaces in comparison with manual interfaces, but using speech interface was often 
worse than just driving. In a driving simulator experiment, Chisholm et al. [60] looked at 
manual-visual interactions with mp3 players while driving. They found that complicated 
interactions with the mp3 player increased reaction time to road hazards. Using an eye 
gaze tracker, the study also concluded that the complicated interactions redirected driver 
attention from the road to the mp3 player, increasing the chance of crashes. 
Lamble et al. [61] concluded that ability to detect the approach of a 
decelerating car ahead diminishes as the eccentricity of the visually demanding in car 
task increases. The eccentricity was defined as the angle subtended at the drivers eye by 
the arc between the task indicator and the line of sight of the driver straight ahead. The 
authors found a strong inverse relationship between time-to-collision and the distance 
from the normal line of sight to the location of a secondary task stimulus. Experiments 
done by Tsimhoni et al. [62] showed that messages shown on head up display in the 
locations within five degrees of straight ahead gave the best performance results on the 
reading task. The latter research tells us that, in order to minimize influence on driving, 
any visual information presented to the driver must be as close to the center of the screen 
as possible without obstructing the view of the road. 
2.6.2 Simulator 
As shown below, high fidelity simulators offer good transfer of training from 
simulated environments to the real world environments. Slick et al. [26] tested multiple 
training scenarios on a DS-600c driving simulator. The data indicate that there is no 
significant difference between training using the simulator and real car for high-risk 
scenarios. High-risk scenarios used in the experiments were right turn at a stop sign, left 
turn at a stop sign, right turn at a traffic light with a lane change just prior to the turn, and 
left turn at a traffic light. These experiments indicate that simulator can be used as a 
substitute for on-road experiments. Therefore, we decided to utilize the driving simulator 
in our experiments. 
Lew et al. [63] explored how well simulator performance can predict driving 
performance among participants recovering from traumatic brain injury. In their study, 
they used driving performance measures from the simulator, such as lane position 
variance and steering wheel angle variance, in conjunction with human observation data, 
to predict driving performance at a future date (when participants have hopefully 
recovered some of their abilities lost due to the injury). They found that driving 
performance measures were good predictors of future performance, thus justifying the 
use of driving simulator studies to predict performance in the real-world. 
Kemeny and Panerai [64] evaluated perception in driving simulation 
experiments and concluded that driving simulators can lead to a more thorough 
understanding of human perception and control of self-motion, especially when speeds 
and accelerations are higher than in natural locomotion. Mourant and Thattacherry [65] 
examined whether the severity and type of simulator sickness differs due to the type of 
driving environment and driver's gender. They indicate that vehicle velocity might be a 
factor in driving simulator sickness. Hence, it might be desirable to limit the experiment 
scenarios to those which do not require high speed of a simulated vehicle. Together, these 
studies indicate that it is possible to extend the conclusions obtained from the 
experiments involving a simulator to real life scenarios. 
2.7 Dialog management in vehicles 
Vollrath [66] investigated the influence of spoken tasks on driving 
performance by examining a number of different studies. He used the multiple resource 
model [1] (explained in section 4.1, pg. 49) as the framework to process the data from the 
studies. He concluded that in order to minimize effects of verbal tasks on driving, the 
verbal tasks must be simple and short; the quality of the speech and recognition rates 
must be high; non-verbal aspects of the speech, such as speech volume and rate should be 
chosen to produce positive evaluation by the drivers. We followed these 
recommendations during the design of our experiments. 
Villing at el. [67] performed human-human multi-threaded dialog experiments 
in a real car on city roads. The driver and a passenger were given a navigation task and a 
memory task. The subjects were not restricted on how these tasks had to be 
accomplished. Video recording of the subjects and the road was taken. The authors found 
specific Swedish cue phrases that were used for marking topic shifts, similar to "oops", 
"alright", "let's see". Drivers used these cue phrases only in 17% of the marked topic 
shifts, while passengers used them only in 12% of the marked topic shifts. 
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In further research Lindstorm et al. [68] looked at speech disfluency rates as a 
function of cognitive load. The authors found that under high cognitive load for the 
driver, the passenger's disfluency rate decreases. This indicates that the passenger makes 
an attempt to be extra clear and concise when he perceives that the driver is in a difficult 
situation. The research, by design, utilized multiple modalities for driver-passenger 
communication, and was focused on natural language features. In contrast, our research is 





This chapter describes our first experiment [11] that used driving in a 
simulated vehicle as a manual visual task. This experiment setup was inspired by the Map 
Task experiments [69]. We investigated in which dialog state participants choose to 
initiate a switch to the interruption dialog thread. This was done to test hypothesis 4, 
which stated that we expect to see different switching behavior in different situations. We 
also analyzed how the urgency of the interrupting task affects how subjects initiate 
interruptions. This was done to test hypothesis 5, which stated that more urgent 
interruptions should elicit a quicker response. 
In this experiment, one conversant was a driver and operated a simulated 
vehicle, while the other conversant was a dispatcher and helped the driver navigate city 
streets in order to reach a sequence of destination points. The subjects communicated 
using headsets with microphones and could not see each other, which made the 
communication unimodal. The dispatcher knew the required destination points and had a 
map of the streets. However, the dispatcher did not know that some of the city streets 
were blocked by construction barrels and, therefore, the driver could not use those streets. 
This forced the subjects to collaborate and find an alternative route. Periodically, the 
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driver had to prompt the dispatcher about a message shown on the screen (interrupting 
task). The prompt for the interrupting task included information about the urgency of this 
task. 
3.1 Preliminary experiments 
In experiments we conducted prior to the navigation experiment, subjects 
interacted with an actual spoken dialog system [70] to complete simple tasks. The tasks 
included addition problems, circular rotation of number sequences, discovery of short 
letter sequences, and category-matching word detection. These tasks, however, were not 
engaging and the resulting dialogs did not exhibit complexity of behaviors. Motivating 
subjects by telling them they were playing a game and their goal was to solve as many 
tasks as possible did not help to create an engaging behavior. The navigation experiment 
used a more engaging and realistic task. 
3.2 Hardware setup 
This section describes hardware used in the experiment, such as driving 
simulator, eye-tracker, and audio equipment. 
3.2.1 Driving simulator 
The experiment involved driving a high fidelity DriveSafety DS-600c 
simulator [19] shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Driving simulator DriveSafety DS-600c. 
The key features of the simulator are: 
• Wide field of view (180°); 
• Realistic vehicle dynamics (motion, vibration, and sound); 
• Simulation system with support of ambient traffic; 
• Audio/visual channel computers; 
• Scenario creation tools. 
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Audio/Visual Channels 
Figure 3.2 DriveSafety DS-600c system overview [19]. 
The simulation system has three aspheric mirror projectors that produce the 
180° field of view. Figure 3.2 shows that the projectors cast the simulation onto three 
screens. The Ford Focus cabin has a fully functional dashboard with a speedometer and a 
tachometer. Gas and brake pedals provide haptic feedback. The steering wheel has an 
electric motor which provides force feedback. A motion platform, sound effects from the 
simulated environment, and vibrations add to the realism of the simulation. The motion 
platform simulates pitching movement of the car. Four speakers, located in the front part 
of the cabin, and two transducers, one under the driver's seat and one in the steering 
column, simulate car engine vibrations. The same four speakers produce environmental 
sounds. 
The scenario tools allow the design and programming of driving environment 
scenarios. The scenarios support residential, rural, urban, sub-urban, commercial and 
industrial environments. Vehicles can be added to be a part of the ambient traffic or they 
can be programmed to traverse a specific path. Tel programming language enables 
developers to add more control to their scenarios. 
The DS-600c driving simulator produces standard driving performance 
measures at 60 Hz frequency. These measures include: 
• Lane position, which constitutes the position of the center of the 
simulated car (measured in meters); 
• Steering wheel angle (measured in degrees); 
• Vehicle's velocity (measured in meters/second). 
These measures will be explained in more detail in section 3.8 (pg.39). 
3.2.2 Audio communication and recording 
Two people participated in each experiment. Figure 3.3 shows a driver in the 
driving simulator with headphones and microphone used to communicate with a 
dispatcher. Figure 3.4 shows the dispatcher wearing headphones. The drivers and the 
dispatchers were located in separate rooms and could only communicate using 
headphones and microphones. All communication was recorded synchronously at 
44100Hz as mono signals in two separate channels (one channel for the dispatcher and 
another channel for the driver). 
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Figure 3.3 Driver in the simulator cabin. 
Figure 3.4 Dispatcher in the dispatcher's room. 
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3.3 Ongoing task 
All dispatchers had a map (shown in Figure 3.5) with four marked locations 
that the drivers had to visit (shown by arrows in Figure 3.6). All drivers started at point 1 
and the dispatchers were instructed (Appendix C) to follow the fixed order of points: 
from 1 to 2, from 2 to 3, from 3 to 4, and from 4 to 1. In order to ensure that the drivers 
and the dispatchers engaged in a dialog with each other, some city streets were blocked 
with construction barrels, as shown in Figure 3.7. The barrel locations changed 
dynamically depending on the driver's location. The drivers had to explain to the 
dispatchers if a street was closed, so the dispatchers could make corrections to their 
instructions. The dispatchers had names of points of interest located in the city on their 
map, for example, gas station and fire station. This allowed the dispatchers to understand 
where the drivers were on their map. The subjects were instructed to communicate 
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1 is a starting point. Navigate the driver from 1 to 2, from 2 to 3, 
from 3 to 4, and from 4 to 1. 
Figure 3.5 Map given to the dispatcher during the experiment. 
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Figure 3.6 Intended travel directions for the driver. 
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Figure 3.7 Blocked streets and possible path. 
3.4 Interrupting task 
Periodically the drivers were presented with a visual stimulus. The drivers then 
had to tell the dispatchers about the visual stimulus. Visual stimuli consisted of a text 
message with a progress bar, shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. We used two different 
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text messages for the interrupting task: "check engine" and "check link". Each message 
required a different response from a dispatcher. If a driver told the dispatcher that "check 
engine" is shown, then the dispatcher had to ask about the speed of the vehicle. When 
"check link" was shown, the dispatcher had to ask about the distance between the car and 
the next intersection. Having two different messages ensured that the participants shift 
their attention from the ongoing task. The drivers had to notice an interruption, shift their 
attention to the visual stimulus to read what the message states, and then chose the 
appropriate response. In contrast, if only one kind of a message would be used, then the 
drivers only had to notice the visual stimulus to initiate the interruption. Time between 
presentations of visual stimuli was randomly generated and varied from 5 seconds to 40 
seconds. The randomly generated sequence was the same for all experiments. 
Figure 3.8 Interruption shown to the driver (view from the cabin). 
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Figure 3.9 Interruption shown to the driver (view from the side). 
A progress bar was used to inform the drivers about the urgency of the 
stimulus. Visual stimuli had one of two urgency levels. The drivers had to respond to 
urgent visual stimuli (47% of all visual stimuli in all experiments) within 10 seconds. For 
non-urgent visual stimuli drivers had 20 seconds to respond. If a driver failed to inform a 
dispatcher about a visual stimulus within these time limits, the car would stop moving for 
10 seconds. These car break-downs were controlled by the experimenter. Participants 
were told to complete the ongoing task as fast as possible, and car break-downs provided 
an additional incentive to inform the dispatcher about visual stimuli quickly. Car break-
downs slowed down the drivers, which was annoying and most importantly interfered 
with the instructions to complete the tasks quickly. 
3.5 Driving 
The driving task was to follow the dispatcher's instructions and drive to four 
destinations. The simulator presented a city scenario with two-lane roads (a single lane 
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3.6m wide for each direction). The city consisted of sixteen intersections organized in a 
four-by-four grid, as shown in Figure 3.7. The limits of the area were marked with 
construction barrels. The drivers were instructed not to drive past the barrels. Participants 
were not allowed to travel faster than 30mph (the car would not go faster than 30mph), 
and they were required to stop at every stop sign, in order to lower the possibility of 
motion sickness [65]. Every intersection had four-way stop signs. The streets had 
medium traffic conditions (controlled automatically by the simulation software) and 
pedestrians walking on the sidewalks and sometimes crossing streets. Traffic and 
pedestrians were introduced to create a realistic environment for the drivers. 
3.6 independent variables 
The ongoing task did not have any independent variables and stayed the same 
for all subjects. All subjects had to navigate to the same points in the same order. The 
interrupting task had one independent variable, the urgency of the task, with two levels: 
urgent or non-urgent. The urgency of the interrupting task was presented in a fixed order 
for all subjects. The time between presentations of visual stimuli was randomly generated 
and varied from 5 seconds to 40 seconds. The randomly generated sequence was the 
same for all the experiments. Due to the difference in driving habits of the drivers and 
different directions from the dispatchers, the interruptions happened on different streets at 
different speeds for every driver. This is the reason why we decided not to 
counterbalance the possible ordering effects. 
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3.7 Dependent variables for spoken tasks 
Figure 3.10 shows a model of the local dialog state of the ongoing task, based 
on sequences of adjacency pairs [23]. In the first part of an adjacency pair, either the 
dispatcher or the driver speaks (e.g. poses a question). We denote the first part with "a" 
when the dispatcher speaks and with "e" when the driver speaks. After a pause (denoted 
with "b" after the dispatcher speaks and "f' after the driver speaks), the dialog continues 
with the second part of the adjacency pair. The second part is denoted with "c" when the 
driver speaks and with "g" when the dispatcher speaks. Finally, when the second part 














Figure 3.10. Interruption timing. 
We coded each presentation of a visual stimulus with "a" through "g" based on 
where it happened with respect to the model in Figure 3.10. Each presentation resulted in 
the eventual initiation of an interruption (switch to the interrupting task). We also coded 
the interruption initiated by the drivers based on where it happened with respect to the 
model in Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.11 shows an example of how timing is assigned to a segment of 
speech. Before the dispatcher gives an instruction, there is no communication and it is 
part "d" of the adjacency pair. When the dispatcher gives the instruction "Take right at 
the next intersection" it is part "a" of the adjacency pair. Pause before the driver provides 
response is marked as "b", and the driver's response itself is "c". Now the first adjacency 
pair is done and in between the adjacency pairs we have pause "d". When the driver 
makes a statement "I just passed subway on the left" it is part "e". Part "e" is followed by 
the pause "f' before the dispatcher provides the response "Ok", which is part "g", which 
ends the second adjacency pair. 
d
- M a • b « C M d M e • ' 49M d 
Dispatcher 
Take right at 
the next intersection 
Driver Q ^ I just passed 
subway on the left 
Ok 
Time 
Figure 3.11 Example of codes assigned to adjacency pairs. 
It is possible for an adjacency pair to be incomplete, for example, if the driver 
makes statement after statement without any response from the dispatcher the adjacency 
pairs are marked as shown in Figure 3.12. The first part of an adjacency pair "I am 
approaching an intersection" does not have a response from the dispatcher. When after a 
pause the driver starts the next statement "I am proceeding to take that right" it is again 
the first part of the adjacency pair. If statements were separated by 750 milliseconds they 
were considered different utterances belonging to different adjacency pairs. This duration 
was used by Nakajima and Allen [71] in their research on discourse structure. 
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Dispatcher 
d M * - > < f >< M f M9M d 
Ok 
Driver I am approaching 
an intersection 
I am proceeding 
to take that right Time 
Figure 3.12 Example of incomplete adjacency pairs. 
The codes for dialog states allowed us to see what behavior subjects utilize 
when switching between tasks, which is the subject of hypothesis 4 (switching behavior). 
We used the response time to see the effects of urgency on the ongoing task, which is the 
subject of hypothesis 5 (effects of urgency of the interrupting task). The time between 
visual stimulus presentation and introduction of the interruption by the driver is 
considered the response time to the interruption stimulus. Figure 3.13 shows how the 
response time to the visual stimulus was calculated. 
Interruption 
Visual stimulus presentation 
r • Response time 
Driver I have check engine Time 
Figure 3.13 Response time to visual stimulus. 
3.8 Dependent variables for driving 
The DriveS afety DS-600c driving simulator allows the recording of standard 
driving measures, such as lane position, vehicle velocity, and steering wheel angle. All 
the values within a 10 meter radius from the center of an intersection were assigned to a 
difficult road condition, while the other values (straight segments between the 
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intersections) were assigned to easy conditions. Intersections and straight roads formed 
separate road segments. We calculated variances for each measure for every segment. 
The variances were averaged for each segment to obtain a single value per segment. 
These values were averaged for each subject to obtain a single value per subject. 
Lane position is the position of the center of the simulated vehicle and is 
measured in meters. Higher variance characterizes poor driving performance, since it 
indicates that the participant weaved in the lane, and perhaps even departed from the lane, 
which has potential to cause an accident if there is a car in the adjacent lane. 
The vehicle's velocity is measured in meters per second. Higher velocity 
variance does not necessarily mean poor driving performance. Nevertheless, drivers tend 
to reduce the speed [56] when they are concerned about their safety, for instance, when 
driving on a narrow road, or when they are distracted, for example, when talking to a 
passenger. This implies that a slower velocity for a portion of the road could indicate that 
the driver was concerned about safety or otherwise distracted. 
Steering wheel angle is measured in degrees. Higher steering wheel angle 
variance does not necessarily show poor driving performance, for instance, when driving 
on a curvy road the variance is higher because following a curvy road requires varying 
the steering wheel angle constantly. In spite of this, comparing the performance of 
multiple participants on the same road can be used as a relative measure of driving 
performance. A higher variance could be an indication of increased effort of a driver to 
remain in his lane. 
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3.9 Experiment procedure 
The following steps were taken during the experiment: 
1. Subject preparation: consent forms, questionnaires, and introductions; 
2. Training for the ongoing task; 
3. Training for the interrupting task; 
4. Training for the ongoing task with interruptions; 
5. Experiment; 
6. Subject release: questionnaires, debriefing, and reward. 
All participants were given an overview of the simulator, and were trained to 
perform the ongoing task, interrupting task, and then both tasks at the same time. 
Training took about 10 minutes during which the dispatchers were given a map shown in 
Figure 3.14. Participants then performed the actual experiment which lasted about 40 
minutes. At the end, the participants completed questionnaires and were debriefed. The 
subjects were presented with printed questionnaires which are shown in Appendix B. The 
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1 is a starting point. Navigate the driver from 1 to 2. 
Figure 3.14 Map given to the dispatcher during the training. 
3.10 Subjects 
The recruitment was performed using flyers and e-mails on university mailing 
lists. The fliers were posted on bulletin boards at the Durham campus of the University of 
New Hampshire. The electronic version of the flyer was sent out to the student mailing 
list of the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department and to the Graduate School 
of the University of New Hampshire. 
The experiment was completed by ten participants (five pairs) between 20 and 
43 years of age. The average age of the participants was about 30 years and 30% were 
female. Subjects received compensation in the form of $10 gift cards. 
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3.11 Corpus and tools 
We recorded the speech of all participants, as well as the car position. Vehicle 
data were collected at 10 Hz, resulting in about 90,000 vehicle data points for 2.5 hours 
of driving. We also recorded the time the visual stimuli appeared and synchronized these 
times with the audio recording of the participants. The five pairs of participants were 
presented with a total of 286 visual stimuli. Speech Viewer from CSLU toolkit 2.0 was 
used for audio data annotation. Speech recordings were transcribed by hand. Every 
interruption had an assigned code for the timing of visual stimulus presentation and the 
timing of interruption initiation by the driver. SPSS Statistics 17.0 (now called PASW 
Statistics) was used to perform statistical analysis of the data. We used ANOVA repeated 
measures to compare measures related to the same subject, such as response time for 
different urgency levels. 
3.12 Results and discussion 
We analyzed three aspects of the data. First we looked at the average response 
time of the driver to urgent and non-urgent visual stimuli. This was a test for hypothesis 
5, which stated that urgent interruptions result in a faster response. Figure 3.15 shows the 
average response times for all subject pairs. We found no significant difference in the 
average response time depending on the urgency of the interruption 
(F(l,4)=0.01,p=0.937), possibly because participants did not realize that some 









Figure 3.15 Average response times of the drivers. 
The response times are slower (average around 2.8 seconds for all cases) than 
reported by Tsimhoni et al. [62] (average 1.3 seconds), who investigated reading 
messages on a heads-up display while driving. A reasonable explanation for this is that in 
our experiment the driver was engaged in verbal communication with the dispatcher and 
did not pay as close attention to the messages as the participants in the study of Tsimhoni 
et al. Even more likely, the drivers were complying with established conventions in 
human-human dialog, and so waited for a suitable point in the interaction. This waiting 
for an opportunity to speak slowed down their response. 
We next analyzed what dialog states allow people to initiate a dialog thread 
switch (hypothesis 4 - switching behavior). Note that the driver could have ignored the 
visual stimulus, but this happened only 5 out of 286 times, hence we did not further 
consider these cases. This left us with 7 x 7 = 49 possible types of interruption (7 parts of 
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adjacency pairs for visual stimuli presentation and interruptions presentation, section 3.7, 
pg. 37). We decided to focus on interruptions in which the stimulus occurred during the 
first part of an adjacency pair ("a" or "e") as this is the point in the local discourse 
structure that has the longest duration. 
When a stimulus is presented during the drivers' first part ("e") 11% of the 
time the driver interrupts his own first part ("ee") (see Figure 3.16). In 27% of the cases 
he/she completes the first part and then introduces the interruption ("ef'). In about 2% of 
the cases the driver introduces the interruption during the dispatcher's second part ("eg"). 
Most often, in 47% of the cases, the driver waits until after the adjacency pair is over 
("ed"). In about 10% of the cases the driver introduces the interruption during the first 
part of the next adjacency pair when the dispatcher is speaking ("ea"). Finally, in 3% of 
the cases he/she interrupts after the dispatcher's first part in the next adjacency pair 
("eb"). 















a b c d e f g 
Adjacency pair part 
Figure 3.16 Interruption initiation timings. 
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When the stimulus is presented while the dispatcher is speaking the first part 
("a"), the driver interrupts immediately in about 28% of the cases ("aa") and after the first 
part in about 30% of the cases ("ab") (see Figure 3.16). Again, most often, 39% of the 
time, the interruption came after the adjacency pair was over ("ad"). In about 3% of the 
cases each, the interruption came in the next adjacency pair during the driver's first part 
("ae"). 
The above data show that the driver often waited to initiate the interrupting 
task until after the adjacency pair was done. This might account for the difference 
between the average response times in this study and the one reported by Tsimhoni et al. 
[62]. We also looked at the average response time of drivers during difficult and easy 
driving conditions. We defined difficult driving as driving within a radius of 10 meters of 
the center of an intersection. The drivers spent only about 8% of their time driving 
through the intersections and thus, on average this resulted in only 5 visual stimuli out of 
57 being presented in difficult driving conditions. Therefore, we were not able to 
compare performance measures for difficult and easy driving conditions. 
3.13 Conclusion 
In this experiment, we tried to determine some of the conventions that humans 
follow in initiating a switch to a new dialog thread. We found that when the stimulus to 
signal the interruption was in the first part of an adjacency pair, participants either 
immediately interrupted the first part, or waited until the conclusion of the adjacency 
pair. This might indicate that participants were trying to avoid having the first part of an 
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adjacency pair pending during a thread switch, so that there is a simpler discourse context 
to resume. 
The lack of the context build-up in the ongoing task did not allow us to 
investigate how subjects recover from the interruptions. This happened because the 
verbal component of the navigation task could be treated as a series of separate steps 
which do not depend on each other. On the other hand, the interrupting task was very 
simple and did not allow us to control the difficulty of the interrupting task. Therefore, 
we decided to modify both the ongoing and interrupting tasks. We wanted to create tasks 
that are more structured (have better defined adjacency pairs) and allow for a better 
control over the difficulty of the tasks. During the navigation experiments subjects 
exhibited a range of behaviors, for example, some subject pairs had a driver that took the 
initiative and was talking most of the time, while other pairs had a dispatcher that was 
asking a lot of yes/no questions. Such situations created imbalance in the amount of time 
the drivers and the dispatchers were talking during the experiments. We intended for the 
new tasks to be designed in a way that would not allow such a situation to happen. 
We also needed to balance the easy and difficult driving segments in order to 
better understand the impact of driving difficulty on the spoken tasks. Using a city 
scenario with the traffic and pedestrians created a large variation in the driving data due 
to the stop signs, traffic, and pedestrians. All of these factors confounded our ability to 
compare effects of the driving difficulty on the spoken tasks. This meant that the city 
scenario had to be simplified and transition between the road difficulties had to be clearly 
marked. In the next chapter we describe the new spoken and driving tasks. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TWENTY QUESTIONS EXPERIMENT 
The navigation experiment design suffered from a number of flaws. For 
instance, the subjects did not build up discourse context as they performed the ongoing 
task. At the same time, the interrupting task did not allow us to control the difficulty of 
the task. In addition, the previous experiment was not designed to investigate all of our 
hypotheses. Our new experiment design aimed to correct the flaws and test our other 
hypotheses. Namely, the new tasks allow us to test how spoken tasks performance is 
affected by driving (hypothesis 1) and how driving is affected by the spoken tasks 
(hypothesis 2). We also designed tasks that allow us to test how timing of a switch 
between the tasks affects spoken tasks (hypothesis 3). Finally, the new tasks offered a 
different way to look at the switching behavior of the subjects (hypothesis 4). 
In the new experiment one participant was driving a simulated vehicle while 
conversing with another person situated in a different room. Speech was the only 
modality of communication available for the participants. This experiment setup is 
inspired by a real life example: a police officer on patrol. Officers must communicate 
with a dispatch center using radio, which is a speech-only (unimodal) communication 
channel. Officers also perform a manual-visual task - driving a vehicle. Dispatchers, on 
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the other hand, are not driving a vehicle, even though they are using a computer. We 
selected the spoken tasks based on the constraints that we will describe below. 
4.1 Constraints 
The following paragraphs describe constraints we worked with when creating 
the experiment design. These constraints were suggested by the research done elsewhere 
(described in Chapter 2) and our previous experiences [11,70]. The purpose of these 
constraints was to be able to select tasks that could address our hypotheses. 
To compare performance measures on spoken tasks for both participants, the 
spoken tasks must require both partners to speak equally. Hence, we avoided tasks which 
could be accomplished with one of the participants speaking little or not at all. In going 
through training and then completing the verbal tasks during experiments, participants 
could easily spend 60 minutes on these tasks. Thus, the tasks had to be complicated 
enough for the subjects not to run out of things to say, and they had to be engaging 
enough for participants to be willing to keep talking. In other words, the tasks have to be 
realistic, because in our previous research we found that tasks that are not realistic lead to 
poor participant buy-in [70]. 
Spoken tasks must be designed to have little interference with driving. The 
4-dimensional multiple resource model described by Wickens [1] gives guidelines for the 
design of the tasks done in parallel. The four dimensions of the model are: sensory 
modalities, codes, channels of visual information, and stages. Figure 4.1 shows three 
dimensions of the model. The fourth dimension is nested only in visual resources and is 
not shown to simplify the figure. We decided to separate the manual-visual task from the 
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multi-threaded dialog as much as possible along these dimensions, in order to remove 
possible interference between the driving and spoken tasks. It is known that the multiple 
resource model cannot explain all of the interferences between the tasks [1,52], but using 
this model as a guideline allows us to better understand the relationship between the 
Figure 4.1 Multiple resource model representation (top object represents driving task; 
the other object represents spoken tasks). 
Sensory modalities are divided into visual and auditory modalities (smell, 
tactile, and temperature modalities [34] are not discussed in this dissertation). Driving is 
an activity that utilizes visual attention, while the spoken interaction utilizes auditory 
modality. Given that we focus on command and control type of spoken interaction, there 
is a need to provide some input to initiate the spoken dialog. In previous experiments 
with multi-threaded dialogs this input was provided visually [30], or using multiple 
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modalities [29]. This was possible because participants were not involved in a manual-
visual task. Completely removing visual information from the tasks limits the types of 
possible tasks and makes most of the tasks very challenging for the subjects. For 
example, most people can play chess while having the board with the pieces in front of 
them, but it is almost impossible for most people to do the same if they cannot see the 
chess board with pieces. We experimented with different task combinations in our 
previous work, and we found that often times the tasks are too easy or too difficult as 
shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2 shows how difficulty of the tasks changes as a function 
of some task parameter. From our experience it seems that the general form of the 
function is exponential. This means that it is hard to choose the proper task difficulty. For 
instance, rotating a sequence of three letters was easy, but doing the same operation with 
four letters was much harder. The restrictions on sensory modalities decreased the 
number of possible tasks that can be used during the experiments to test our hypotheses. 









Figure 4.2 Task difficulty vs variation in task parameter. 
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The code dimension of the multiple resource model differentiates between 
spatial and categorical (usually linguistic or verbal) processes. Tracking and steering are 
spatial tasks, while speaking is a categorical task. Navigation can be accomplished using 
spoken directions, but it might utilize spatial resources. We did not account for such a 
possibility in our previous experiment setup (Chapter 3). We also decided not to use tasks 
which would require hand movements. This allowed the driver to keep his hands on the 
steering wheel at all times. 
Visual modality of processing is subdivided into focal and peripheral vision. 
There is evidence that some driving tasks utilize different types of vision [72]. For 
example, lane keeping and speed control might utilize ambient vision, but focal vision is 
utilized for detection and identification of road hazards. This introduces another 
restriction on the tasks used in the experiments and we should not assume that tasks that 
use peripheral vision do not influence driving performance. 
The stage dimension is divided into a perceptual, cognitive, and response 
stages. For example, tasks that require perception should interfere less with tasks that 
require a response, as opposed to tasks that require cognitive effort. Both driving and 
spoken tasks will require perception, cognition, and response. It is important to notice 
that perception for visual and audio channels are different. The cognition stage contains 
different resources for spatial and categorical (verbal) tasks, and driving utilizes manual 
response resources, while spoken tasks use speech response resources [1]. 
Figure 4.1 shows a grey object (top object) representing driving and a yellow 
spheroid (the other object) that represents spoken tasks [66]. The location of the objects 
serves to illustrate what resources are required for the tasks. It is less informative on how 
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much of these resources are required. Table 4.1 shows the dependence of different tasks 
on a given resource, as described above. We assume that a value of 0 indicates that the 
task does not involve a particular resource. Greater values indicate greater involvement of 
a resource in the task. For example, the task of keeping a vehicle in its respective lane 
might involve resource at the perceptual (localizing the lane markers), cognitive 
(determining the relative position of the vehicle within the lane), and response (turning 
the steering wheel) levels. Hence, the demand vector across these dimensions is [1,1,1]. 
Driving at night on the same road might yield in a demand vector [2,1,1], meaning that it 
is harder to drive at night than during the day. Similarly to Figure 4.1 these numbers only 
serve to illustrate a relation between different tasks. The demand scalar is an additive 
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Table 4.1 Demand vectors for the driving and spoken tasks (V = Visual, A = Auditory, 
C = Cognitive, R = Response, f= Focal, a = Ambient, s = Spatial, v = Verbal flj). 
The driving task also had constraints associated with it. For instance, the task 
of going from point A to point B along a predefined path might require use of a 
navigation device, which has its own implications [6]. For example, we would have to 
present the information from the navigation device to the driver during the experiment, 
which would create an interruption by itself. We decided to avoid driving tasks that 
would require additional devices. 
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4.2 Hardware setup 
This section describes hardware used in the experiment, such as driving 
simulator, eye-tracker, audio, and video equipment. 
4.2.1 Driving simulator 
The experiment involved driving a high fidelity DriveSafety DS-600c 
simulator described in detail in section 3.2.1 (pg. 27). 
4.2.2 Eve tracker 
We used the SeeingMachines faceLab 4.6 eye-tracker system, which was 
installed in the simulator to track the gaze direction of the driver (Figure 4.3). The eye-
tracker cameras were positioned on the dashboard above the steering wheel. The eye-
tracker provided data at 60 Hz. We collected multiple data channels from the eye tracker 
(gaze direction, head direction, blinking information, intersection of the gaze with the 
screen). These data channels are available for future investigation, because we used a 
limited subset of the data in this research. 
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Figure 4.3 Eye-tracker cameras installed inside of the simulator cab. 
4.2.3 Audio communication and recording 
Two people participated in each experiment. They communicated using 
headphones and microphones. Their communication was supervised and recorded. Figure 
4.4 shows a driver in the driving simulator with headphones and microphone used to 
communicate with a dispatcher. Figure 4.5 shows the dispatcher wearing headphones. 
The driver and dispatcher were located in separate rooms and could only communicate 
using headphones and microphones. All communication was recorded synchronously at 
44100 Hz as mono signals in two separate channels (one channel for the dispatcher and 
another channel for the driver). 
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Figure 4.4 Driver in the simulator room. 
Figure 4.5 Dispatcher in the dispatcher room. 
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4.2.4 Video recording 
The experiment was recorded for presentation and data verification purposes 
with four video cameras: 
• Sony HDR-HC3 HDV 1080i for the eye tracker video; 
• Panasonic PV-GS65 for the over-shoulder video; 
• Sony DCR-HC28 for the head and hands video; 
• Sony DCR-HC52 for the dispatcher video. 
Figure 4.6 Camera setup for drivers [6]. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the positioning of the video cameras and view from these 
cameras. In situations when the eye-tracker did not a record participant's gazes, e.g. if 
participant's hand was covering the IR pod, the video recordings could be used to 
estimate gaze information by visual inspection of the subject's eyes. 
We also recorded head video of the dispatcher as shown in Figure 4.7. This 
recording could be used to confirm the dispatcher's actions in case audio recording fails 
by listening to the video recording. 
Figure 4.7 Camera setup for dispatchers. 
4.3 Ongoing task 
The ongoing speech task was based on a game called Twenty Questions. The 
goal of the game was to discover an object by asking no more than twenty questions. The 
game is based on the fact that the information (as measured by Shannon's entropy 
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statistic) required for identification of an arbitrary object is about 20 bits. If each question 
is structured to remove half of the objects, 20 questions will allow one to differentiate 
between 1,048,576 objects (220). Therefore, the most efficient strategy for the twenty 
questions game is to ask questions that will split the field of remaining possibilities in 
half. This process is analogous to a binary search algorithm in computer science, which 
involves creating a tree structure and then traversing this structure until a solution is 
found [73]. 
The game allows the players to build a context which must be restored during 
resumptions. This means that at the time of the resumption the participants already 
exchanged some information and they need to make sure that both of them remember 
what that information is after the interruption is over. The solution space of the task can 
be limited by restricting the number of objects allowed in the game. Hence, participants 
have a finite number of objects to memorize, which allows us to control the training time 
for the experiments. Changing the number of objects in the solution space also allows us 
to control the difficulty of the task. We chose to have 18 objects, as explained below. In 
addition, the game has clearly differentiated adjacency. 
We defined a list of 18 objects that could be described as electric appliances 
for home use: microwave, stove top, blender, mixer, refrigerator, can opener, TV, radio, 
fan, heater, vacuum cleaner, main, light, electric shaver, powered toothbrush, hair dryer, 
washing machine, dryer, and hair trimmer (a fewer than 20 questions is required to 
complete our variation of the game, but for simplicity we still refer to the game by its 
original name: twenty questions game). We split all the objects as belonging to three 
different rooms (6 objects in every room): living room, kitchen, and bathroom. Figure 4.8 
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shows an example of objects used in the game from the bathroom (see Appendix C for 
other images). These are common objects, which should be familiar to the subjects. These 
objects were presented in their common settings, which should ease the memorization 
process. For example, a toothbrush was in the bathroom, and a TV was in the living 
room. Subjects were instructed that only the described objects were allowed in the game. 
This was done to make it clear what to expect during the game. We presented all the 
items involved in the game in pictures such as Figure 4.8 to create a visual connection 
between words and real objects. Paivio [33] found that it is easier for people to memorize 
and retrieve words associated with concrete nouns, especially when they have pictorial 












Figure 4.8 Bathroom objects available for the game. 
The subjects were given a training tree that they might want to use, which 
shows all available objects (Figure 4.9). During our pilot studies we found that it is 
difficult for people to come up with their own trees quickly. By providing an example of 
a possible way to split objects, we made it easier for people to understand how to play the 
game. Games were very quick (less than 30 seconds) when people could see this tree in 
front of them, but during the experiment they had to use their memory, which slowed 
down the speed with which subjects asked their questions and on average stretched the 
games to 1 minute and 30 seconds. Allowing drivers to look at the training tree during the 
experiment would also distract them from the driving task. At the same time we wanted 
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to compare how driving interfere with this task, which can be done by comparing how the 
drivers and the dispatchers perform. Therefore, we needed to make sure that the task of 
driving was the only factor that changed between the drivers and the dispatchers. Hence, 
both subjects were not allowed to look at the training tree during the experiment. 
Has door Microwave 
Heating ^
 No door Stove top 
Has sharp edges Blender 
Kitchen / Food processing y ~ ; ; "~-~ 
^ ' X No sharp edges Mixer 
Hasdoor Refrigerator 
Utility y "*"" 
~—\ No door Can opener 
Sound and picture TV 
Entertainment y """ 
"S^ Sound only _ Radio 
Has moving parts Fan 
Living room / Comfort y ~ ; "~~~ ~ 
^ - "S^ No moving parts Heater 
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Utility • —*" 
" -S^ No moving parts Main light 
Facial Electric shaver 
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Bathroom / Utitlity y 1 
' X No Water ^__Dryer_ 
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Hair r y r 
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Figure 4.9 Training tree for classification of the appliances. 
A single twenty questions game forces one person to ask questions, while the 
other person only says "yes" or "no". This creates an imbalance in the amount of time the 
participants are involved in the conversation. In order to resolve this we asked the drivers 
and the dispatchers to play twenty questions games in parallel by alternating their 
questions. The driver and the dispatcher were given the words for the other person to 
discover when the game starts. For the driver, the word was present on the screen below 
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the horizon level, but above the dashboard. The word location allowed a quick data 
access, while minimizing interference with the driving and not occluding the leading 
vehicle (based on the research done by Tsimhoni [62]). Figure 4.10 shows word 
Microwave that is presented to the driver and should be discovered by the dispatcher (the 
text was shown in red, white outlines are used to make the word visible in grayscale). 
Figure 4.11 shows word TV that is presented to the dispatcher and should be discovered 
by the driver. 
Figure 4.10 Twenty questions game information shown to the driver. 
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Figure 4.11 Twenty questions game information shown to the dispatcher. 
4.3.1 Ongoing task structure 
For the ongoing task we call a single adjacency pair a game turn. In this 
context the term game is related to the ongoing task and can be replaced with the phrase 
twenty questions game. There should be no confusion with conversational games which 
are tied into the discourse structure of a dialog and are used in analysis of task oriented 
dialogs [74,75]. The term turn is defined in relation to the games, as opposed to a 
speaker. For example, Duncan [76] studied how people signal to each other whose turn it 
is to speak. In our context, one turn is a question by one person and an answer by the 
other person. Figure 4.12 shows how questions were alternated within a game. In this 
sense, the subjects are taking turns when playing two twenty questions games in parallel. 
We identify whose turn it is by the person who is asking a question. When a driver asks a 
question it is the driver's turn. When a dispatcher asks a question it is the dispatcher's 
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turn. This is further illustrated in Table 4.2 that shows an example of playing two twenty 
question games in parallel. Dispatchers were instructed always to start asking questions 
first when a new game was started in order to make sure that participants do not spend 
their time negotiating who should start first. 
Dispatcher's Driver's Dispatcher's Driver's 












































Is it in the kitchen? 
Yes. 
Is it in the bathroom? 
No. 
Is it used for heating? 
No. 
Is it in the living room? 
Yes. 
Is it used for food processing? 
Yes. 
Is it a utility item? 
Yes. 
Does it have a door? 
Yes. 
Does it have moving parts? 
Yes. 
Is it a refrigerator? 
Yes 
Is it a vacuum cleaner? 
Yes 
Details 
Dispatcher's turn 1 
Driver's turn 1 
Dispatcher's turn 2 
Driver's turn 2 
Dispatcher's turn 3 
Driver's turn 3 
Dispatcher's turn 4 
Driver's turn 4 
Dispatcher's turn 5 
Driver's turn 5 
Table 4.2 Example of parallel twenty questions games. 
The subjects were asked to start playing twenty question games as soon as the 
words appear on the screen. When the words were removed from the screen the subjects 
were instructed to stop speaking with each other. If the subjects finished the ongoing task, 
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but words were still on the screen, then they had a choice of chatting with each other until 
the words disappear. 
There were twelve parallel twenty questions games during each experiment for 
the reasons described in the following sections. 
4.4 Interrupting task 
For an interrupting task (to simulate a multi-threaded dialog) we use a 
variation of a last letter word game (a similar task was used as an interruption in a dual 
task condition in the research by Strayer and Johnston [52]). A person names a word that 
starts with the last consonant or vowel of the word named by the other person. For 
example, Table 4.3 shows an interrupting task dialog when a driver sees an interruption 

























Table 4.3 Example of an interrupting task. 
The time duration of this task can be controlled by increasing the number of 
words to be named or/and by limiting what type of words can be used. During our 
preliminary studies we found that naming three 4 or 5 letter words provided us with 10 to 
20 seconds of game duration. Words with less than 4 or more than 5 letters resulted in 
longer time spent on the game. No limitation of the word length often resulted in a very 
short completion time (less than 10 seconds). We also instructed subjects not to use the 
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words that were already used. This ensured that the subjects try to come up with the new 
words instead of reusing the same words. We assumed that the chosen game duration was 
long enough to create interference with the ongoing task to simulate a multi-threaded 
dialog. 
We instructed subjects to attempt to finish last letter word games in 30 
seconds. A progress bar showing how much time is left to play the game was shown on 
the screen to the person who starts the last letter word game. This was done to motivate 
subjects to switch to the interrupting task before the ongoing task is complete. At the 
same time, subjects did not have to interrupt immediately, which allowed them to pick 
the timing of the interruption presentation. Figure 4.13 shows the letter "A" with a 
progress bar presented to the driver for the last letter game, while Figure 4.14 shows the 
letter "B" with a progress bar presented to the dispatcher. 
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Figure 4.13 Interrupting task shown to the driver. 
Figure 4.14 Interrupting shown to the dispatcher. 
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When subjects saw an interruption they had to prompt the partner to name a 
word that starts with the given letter. This way there was no cognitive load on the subject 
who received the interruption to come up with the word before the introduction of the 
interruption. This ensures that any pause between the presentation of the interruption to 
the subject and the subject mentioning it is not affected by the difficulty of the 
interrupting task itself. In other words, repeating a prompt does not require as much time 
as thinking of a word and then saying it [24]. 
Subjects needed at least four questions to complete a twenty questions game 
(as described in the section 4.3, pg. 58). We presented an interruption after the first, 
second, or third questions (different interruption timings). We also present an interruption 
to the driver or to the dispatcher. Each of the twelve twenty questions games was 
interrupted. One half of the twelve interruptions were presented to the driver and the 
other half to the dispatcher. Therefore, the driver was presented with six interruptions, 
and the dispatcher was presented with six interruptions. We decided to have two 
occurrences of each interruption timing for each subject. This gave us four interruptions 
(two for the driver, and two for the dispatcher) that were initiated after the first pair of 
questions; four interruptions that were initiated after the second pair of questions; and 
four interruptions that were initiated after the third pair of questions. This added up to 12 
interruptions per experiment. 
Each interruption was presented after a certain number of turns as explained 
above. The experimenter kept track of the number of turns in every twenty questions 
game. Once the required number of turns in a twenty question game was done by the 
driver the experimenter pressed a button and an interruption was shown after a delay 
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randomly chosen from 0 to 10 seconds. This ensured that the experimenter did not 
introduce a bias into the procedure. From our pilot studies we found that it takes about 10 
seconds to complete a game turn. Thus, the random delay introduces the interruption 
during the next turn of the twenty questions game, which is what we would like to 
happen. 
For the interrupting task we considered naming a single word to be a game 
turn. Similar to the definitions in section 4.3.1, pg. 64, the term game is related to the 
interrupting task and the term turn is defined in relation to the last letter word games 
(similar to explanations in section 4.3.1, pg. 64). A turn starts when the other person 
requests to name a word or when the other person names a word. The turn ends when the 
person finishes saying a word. When the driver must name a word it is the driver's turn, 
and when the dispatcher must name a word it is the dispatcher's turn. Given the rules of 
the game each subject must take three turns before an interrupting task is complete. 
4.5 Multi-threaded dialog 
Figure 4.15 shows an ongoing task interrupted by an interrupting task . Once 
the interrupting task is complete subjects resume the ongoing task. Completion of the 
ongoing task finishes the game. The first part of the twenty questions game is called 
before interruption, and the second part of the twenty questions game is called after 
interruption. Notice that it is possible for the subjects to run out of time and the ongoing 
task will not be resumed. In this case there is no resumption activity present for such a 
game. We minimized such situations by providing enough time for participants to 
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complete both tasks. We found how much time should be enough based on the data from 
our pilot studies. 
During 
Before interruption interruption After interruption 
+ + + 
Interrupting 
^ Ongojng task^ ^ ^ t a s k - ^ . ^ Ongoing task 
Dispatcher ^ WM MWftM WM E 
Driver: | ^ B T l l H Time 
"* One twenty questions game 
Figure 4.15 Ongoing and interrupting tasks. 
We limit the time a person drives during training to 10-15 minutes and during 
the experiment to 30-40 minutes. We concluded that this duration is satisfactory for our 
experiments based on the previous research done in our laboratory [11,77,10]. This 
allows for proper training and does not fatigue drivers to the extent that the fatigue starts 
affecting the results of the experiment. Using data from pilot experiments we calculated 
that two minutes is enough time for participants to complete parallel twenty questions 
games. With a short break between the games (30 seconds) and added time for the 
interrupting task (30 seconds), the participants played 12 parallel twenty questions games 
during a 30 to 40 minute long experiment. This number of the twenty questions games 
matches the number of interruptions that we decided to have during experiments. 
4.6 Driving 
All drivers were instructed to follow a lead vehicle, which traveled at 89km/h 
(55mph). The task of following a vehicle forced the drivers to maintain the speed 
required for the experiment. The leading vehicle was positioned 20 meters ahead of the 
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subject's vehicle at the beginning of the experiment. The drivers were instructed not to 
lose sight of the leading vehicle, but there were no instructions as to what distance must 
be maintained from the leading vehicle. There was another vehicle positioned 20 meters 
behind the subject's car at the beginning of the experiment. The rear vehicle encouraged 
the drivers to check the rear and side view mirrors as drivers would in real life driving. 
The rear vehicle also traveled with the same speed as the leading vehicle, but it slowed 
down to keep a safe distance from the subject's car when necessary. No other traffic was 
present on the road to avoid additional variability in driving difficulty. 
Figure 4.16 Road with trees and houses along it. 
17. 
The drivers drove on a two-lane road (one lane 3.6m wide in each direction) 
representing a rural highway in daylight, as shown in Figure 4.10. The separating road 
marker line between the lanes was full during all times. There were buildings and trees 
along the road as shown in Figure 4.16. 
^ _ _ r v J 
Figure 4.17 Overview of the road. 
Each driver traveled along the road that had six straight and six curvy road 
segments. Figure 4.17 shows a sequence of alternating straight and curvy road segments 
traversed by a driver in an experiment. Straight segments were 3.4km long and curvy 
segments were 3.75km long. The difference in distance was due to constrains of the 
software for the road design. At the beginning and the end of the road we introduced two 
short regions during which the subjects did not communicate with each other, in order to 
allow the drivers to transition from one road difficulty to another. We also allowed the 
drivers to drive for 1.5km when the simulation started to make sure that the drivers adjust 
their speed to the speed of the leading vehicle. Overall, the road was 47km long. 
Each curvy road segment had an equal number of left and right turns. Each 
turn introduced a 90 degree change in heading over 320 meters of travel (radius of 230 
meters). After the change of the direction was complete there were 160 meters of straight 
road before the start of the next turn. The straight segment before the next turn made sure 
that two consequent right turns are not different from a left turn followed by a right turn. 
The previous experiments [10,77] showed that this road geometry at 89km/h does not 
i i 
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cause motion sickness for the majority of the subjects. Tsimhoni and Green [57] found 
that the driving difficulty increases with the road curvature. According to their model 
visual demand for curvy roads with the radius of 230m should be 30% larger than for the 
straight roads. We assumed that this difference in visual demands should provide us with 
an increased driving difficulty for curvy road segments as compared to the driving on 
straight road segments. 
Curvy 
* ^ \ 
Transition Straight Transition 
_1_ 
Figure 4.18 Sample of road segments. 
Figure 4.18 shows the sequence of a few road segments. Before the point 1 the 
driver communicates with the dispatcher while driving on a straight road segment. From 
point 1 to point 2 we have 1km of the baseline section, which included straight and curvy 
regions. To point 1 and from 4 to 5 there are straight road segments. From point 2 to 
point 3 there are curvy road segments. 3 to 4 and 5 to 6 are transitional segments, during 
which subjects were not supposed to talk. From point 6 on there is a curvy road segment. 
The participants are presented with the twenty questions game words when the driver 
passes points 2, 4, and 6. The words are hidden when the driver reaches the points 1, 3, 
and 5. Interruptions are presented somewhere before 1, in between points 2 and 3, 4 and 
5, and after point 6. Subjects were instructed to play the twenty questions games only 
when they saw words on the screen and they had to stop talking when the words 
disappeared from the screen. This means that subjects could play the twenty questions 
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game only during 3km length inside of each segment (shown in red in Figure 4.17), and 
the subjects were requested to be silent during transitions from one segment to another. 
It is important to notice that the interrupting task had an explicit time limit with 
a progress bar shown to the subjects (section 4.8.2, pg. 81). The ongoing task had a 
"distance" limit, meaning that the participants played twenty questions games only while 
the drivers drove inside of a 3km range within each road segment (as explained above). 
Given that the drivers on average had to maintain a constant speed (set by the leading 
vehicle), the "distance" limit was mostly constant in time (about two minutes). This limit 
for the twenty questions game was not visually presented to the subjects. The participants 
were not explicitly informed about this "distance" limit, but they knew from training that 
they have to stop playing twenty questions games when the words disappear from their 
screens. 
4.7 Independent variables 
We focused on three independent variables in this study: subject role, road 
type, and timing of interruptions. We had five factors for the ongoing and interrupting 
tasks that could have introduced ordering artifacts: timing of interruptions, twenty 
questions game words, interruption letter, subject for interruption presentation, and 
starting road segment. It would take too many experiments to counterbalance all of these 
factors. Hence, we chose to counterbalance the two factors we assumed could have the 
most confounding effect on the experiments. The first factor is the type of the starting 
road segment during which the driver is engaged in the ongoing task for the first time. 
The second factor is the twenty questions game words. The other factors such as the order 
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of the interruption timing, interruption letter, and subject for the interruption presentation 
were coupled with the twenty questions game words as described below. Every ongoing 
task had the objects to be discovered by the subjects (one for the driver, and one for the 
dispatcher), an interruption timing (after which turn the interruption was presented), an 
interruption letter (what letter should be used to start the interrupting task), and the 
subject role for the interruption presentation (who sees the interruption letter: driver or 
dispatcher). For example, during game 1 the driver must discover Fan while dispatcher is 
discovering Can opener; the interruption is presented after the third turn of the game; the 
interruption has letter B and is presented to the driver. The next game has different 
words, different interruption timing, letter, and who is presented with the interruption. 
We created two sequences of these combinations, which are shown in the Table 4.4 and 
Table 4.5. Both sequences of word pairs for twenty questions games utilized all possible 







































































































































































Table 4.5 Combination of game parameters for the experiment sequence 2. 
Rule 1 stated that the change of the person to whom the interruption is present 
must not happen more than three times in a row. Otherwise subjects might anticipate the 
next interruption. For example, if the interruption would be presented to a different 
participant every single time, the subjects could learn it and, as a result, anticipate who 
will be interrupted next. 
Rule 2 stated that all interruption timings must be presented before they can be 
repeated, to make sure that most of the interruption timings are separated from each other 
as much as possible. For instance, there are four interruptions that happen after the third 
turn of the twenty questions game, and we wanted to make sure that all of these 
interruptions do not happen at the very beginning or the end of the experiment. 
Rule 3 stated that the interruptions after the second and third turns must be as 
far away (time wise) from each other as possible. This allows us to capture how subjects 
react to the different interruption timings at the beginning and at the end of the 
experiment. We expected that more game turns provide more context and consequently 
more interesting behavior for resumptions and interruptions. Thus, we made the 
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interruptions after the second and third turn to be far away from each other in time. This 
should account for possible learning, and/or fatigue effects. 
During the experiment each interruption requested to name a word starting 
with one of the letters: A, B, C, and D. Each letter was used by three interruptions 
presented to the each subject during the experiment. All of the letters were used before 
they could be repeated. This ensured that we can see learning effects if any, because the 
same letters were used at the beginning, middle and the end of the experiment. We used 
the reverse order of the sequence to counterbalance for the ordering effect and satisfy the 
rules described above at the same time (as shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5). 
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 A2 A3 A1 A1 A2 A3 
Sequence 2 BI B3 B2 B3 BI B2 
Interruption presented to driver (A), dispatcher (B) 
with the number of turns before interruption. 
Example: B2 - interruption presented to the dispatcher 
after the second turn. 
' I r Curvy road segment Straight road segment 
Figure 4.19 Four different experiment sequences (each was done by four subject pairs). 
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Two types of the starting road segments (curvy and straight) with two different 
sequences for spoken tasks gave us four different experiment setups that are shown in 
Figure 4.19. In the experiments 1 and 2 drivers started with driving on a straight road 
segment, and in the experiments 3 and 4 drivers started with driving on a curvy road 
segment. Interruption timing for the experiment 1 is the same as for the experiment 3, and 
interruption timings for the experiment 2 is the same as for the experiment 4. Notice that 
the order of interruption timings for sequence 2 is the reverse of sequence 1, as explained 
before. Experiment 1 and 3 used one sequence and Experiment 2 and 4 used the other 
sequence of words. This means that all pairs of words were tested against different road 
conditions. For example, twenty questions games with Can opener and Fan was played 
while driver drove on a curvy road in one experiment and while driver drove on a straight 
road during another experiment. Each subject pair was assigned a single experiment 
sequence, so that each of these four experiment sequences were done by four different 
subject pairs. 
4.8 Dependent variables for the spoken tasks 
The following sections describe dependent variables for the spoken tasks. The 
dependent variables for the ongoing and the interrupting task allow us to test hypotheses 
1 and 3, which focus on, respectively, how the spoken task performance changes while 
driving, and how timing of a switch influences the spoken tasks. Modeling switching 
between the tasks allows us to test hypothesis 4, which focuses on switching behaviors. 
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4.8.1 Ongoing task 
A twenty questions game (ongoing task) can have one of three outcomes: 
correct object is named (win), incorrect object is named (fail), and the subject runs out of 
time (timeout). When the word is properly guessed we consider the game to be 
successfully completed. The ongoing task had the following dependent variables: game 
outcome, number of turns in a game, pause length before asking a question, length of the 
utterance containing a question, pause length before providing an answer, length of the 
utterance containing an answer, and speaking rate for the question and the answer. 
Figure 4.20 shows measurements for every turn of the ongoing task. Speaking 
rate was calculated as number of syllables per second for every word in an utterance and 
then it was averaged to get a single value for the complete utterance for the question and 
answer in the turn. Measurements for every variable for every turn in a game were 
averaged to obtain a single variable value for the game. For example, question pause 
measurements were averaged over every turn in a twenty questions game to obtain the 
question pause measurement for this game. Game outcome, number of turns in a game, 
and the averaged turn variables were averaged to obtain a single measurement for the 
subject. For example, number of turns in a game was averaged over the twelve twenty 
questions games to obtain a single measurement for the subject. 
^ Turn duration . 
Question Question Answer Answer 
< 
Question 
. Pause . .Utterance. .Pause. .Utterance. 
Answer Time 
Figure 4.20 Twenty questions game turn related dependent variables. 
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We considered a turn everything from the end of the previous turn or 
beginning of the first utterance for the very first turn of the game, until the end of the 
answer for this turn or beginning of interruption if the turn was interrupted. We consider 
the last complete sentence that formed a question as a question utterance, and the last 
complete sentence that formed an answer as an answer utterance. Time from the 
beginning of the turn until the beginning of the question is considered the question pause. 
Time from the end of the question utterance to the beginning of the answer utterance is 
considered the answer pause. Figure 4.21 shows how we defined the turn measurements 




um, is it 
Turn duration ^ 
Question Answer Answer 
. . Utterance ^ . Pause . . Utterance ^ 
Is it in the kitchen? uh No l 
Time 
Figure 4.21 Example of twenty questions game turn measurement assignment. 
4.8.2 Interrupting task 
The interrupting task (last letter word game) had the following dependent 
variables: pause to provide a word, length of the utterance containing a word, number of 
turns (words named), and speaking rate. We consider the last word named during the 
current turn as the utterance. Speaking rate was calculated as number of syllables per 
second for every utterance. Time from the beginning of the turn to the beginning of the 
utterance is considered a pause. 
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Figure 4.22 shows variables for the interrupting task for every turn, and Figure 
4.23 shows how we defined these measurements in a speech sequence. These 
measurements along with the speaking rate were averaged among the turns of a single 
game to obtain a single measurement for a particular game. For example, pauses for all 
turns of an interrupting task were averaged to obtain a single measurement for this game. 
The number of turns in a game and the averaged turn measurements were averaged to 
obtain a single measurement for a subject. For example, number of turns in a game was 
averaged over the twelve interruptions to obtain a single measurement. 
^ Turn duration ^ 
' Pause ..Utterance. 
Time 
Figure 4.22 Last letter game turn related dependent variables. 
Previous t u m ^ Turnduration . 
Apple 
' Pause . . Utterance. 
1 Exit ! , 
Time 
Figure 4.23 Example of last letter word game turn measurement assignment. 
4.8.3 Switching between the tasks 
Based on our pilot studies we modeled switching between two spoken tasks 
using the following scheme. First the ongoing task that is the twenty questions game 
(TQG) is interrupted by initiating a switch to the last letter word game (LLG). Once both 
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parties agree that the LLG is complete the switch to TQG is performed and TQG is 
continued. This model is shown in Figure 4.24. 


















Figure 4.24 Interruption!resumption of a twenty questions game. 
As shown in Figure 4.24, when TQG is interrupted to switch to LLG, the 
interrupting person can take one of the following actions: use a cue-word to indicate the 
interruption (Okay, Wait, Sorry, etc.) or start the interruption without a cue-word 
(Nothing). Which cue word is used characterizes a switch from the ongoing to the 
interrupting task. This parameter is associated with the person who is initiating the 
interrupting task. 
Once the interrupting task is completed, both participants must agree that it is 
indeed complete. This can be done by a combination of the following: explicitly 
acknowledging the end of the interrupting task, for instance "We are done" or "That's my 
three"; implicitly acknowledging the end of the interrupting task, for instance "Okay"; 
wrongly acknowledging the end of the interrupting task, for instance "We are done, oh, I 
have another word"; discussing if the interrupting task is complete, by posing a question, 
for example "Are we done?"; or no acknowledgment that the interrupting task is done by 
simply resuming the ongoing task. These parameters are associated with both 
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participants. Each participant could choose how to signal the completion of the 
interrupting task, for example, the driver might say "We are done" (explicit confirmation) 
and the dispatcher might say "Okay" (implicit confirmation). 
When the interrupting task is complete the context of the ongoing task could be 
restored. This can be done by: providing a summary of one's own state, for instance "I 
was in the living room"; asking a question, for example "Was I in the living room?"; 
reminding what the state of the other participant was, for instance "Yours have a door"; 
or no context restoration. These parameters are associated with both participants. Each 
participant could choose how to restore the context, for example, the driver might say 
nothing (no context restoration) and the dispatcher might say "I am in the living room, 
you are in the kitchen" (summary and reminder). 
4.8.4 Interruption initiation 
Following our prior work [11] described in Chapter 3, the ongoing task is 
modeled as a sequence of adjacency pairs [23]. Section 3.7 (pg. 37) has detailed 


















Figure 4.25 Interruption timing. 
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Figure 4.26 Example of codes assigned to adjacency pairs. 
Figure 4.26 shows an example of how timings are assigned to a segment of 
speech. Before the dispatcher asks a question, there is no communication and it is "d" 
part of the adjacency pair. When the dispatcher asks a question "Is it in the kitchen?" it is 
"a" part of the adjacency pair. Pause before the driver provides response is marked as 
"b", and the driver's response itself is "c". Now the first adjacency pair is done and in 
between the adjacency pairs we have pause "d". When the driver asks "Is it in the 
bathroom?" it is "e" part. This part is followed by the pause "f" before the dispatcher 
provides the answer "No", which is "g" part. This is the end of the second adjacency pair. 
4.9 Dependent variables for driving 
The DriveSafety DS-600c driving simulator allows us to record standard 
driving measures, such as lane position, vehicle velocity, steering wheel angle, and 
distance to the leading vehicle at 60 Hz. We calculated variances for each measure. The 
detailed description of lane position, vehicle velocity, and steering wheel angle variables 
is given in section 3.8 (pg. 39). 
Distance to the leading vehicle is the distance between the center of the leading 
vehicle and the center of the simulated vehicle and is measured in meters. Higher 
variance characterizes poor driving performance, since it indicates that the participant did 
not keep a constant distance from the leading vehicle. 
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All variables were assigned to corresponding road segments and tasks that 
were performed during these segments. After that the average was found for these 
variables. For example, all curvy and straight roads have their averaged values, which 
allow us to compare driving performance on curvy and straight roads. At the same time, 
as shown in Figure 4.15 (pg. 71), every curvy and straight segment contained a duration 
of time when the subjects played the twenty questions game before an interruption, when 
the subjects played the last letter word game, and when the subjects played the twenty 
questions game after an interruption. Variables were also averaged for these three distinct 
regions for every road segment to obtain averages for before, during, and after 
interruption task segments. 
4.10 Experiment procedure 
The Experiment Wizard application [78] was used to set up and run the 
experiment. The following steps were taken during the experiment: 
1. Subject preparation: consent forms, questionnaires, and introductions; 
2. Training for the twenty questions game (not parallel games): 4 games 
each; 
3. Training for the last letter game: 4 games; 
4. Training for playing the twenty questions games in parallel interrupted 
by last letter word game: 2 games, 4 interruptions; 
5. Training for driving and playing the games: 3 games, 3 interruptions; 
6. Experiment: 12 games, 12 interruptions; 
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7. Subject release: questionnaires, debriefing, and reward. 
Subjects were presented with computerized questionnaires using the 
LimeSurvey software [79] before and after the experiment. The text of the questionnaires 
can be found in Appendix B. The text of the game instructions as given to the participants 
can be found in Appendix C. 
Training included nine twenty questions games, which ensured that subjects 
played using all the allowed objects. This was done to help the subjects learn the objects. 
During training the first four twenty questions games were done sequentially, meaning 
that only one person would ask questions and the other would only answer. After a game 
was done the roles were reversed. The last five training games were done in parallel as 
they would be done during the experiment. 
Each experiment lasted about 1.5 hours, including paper work, subject training, 
data collection, and debriefing. Data were recorded on average for about 35 minutes, 
during which the driver traveled for about 47km. 
4.11 Subjects 
The recruitment was performed using flyers and e-mails on university mailing 
lists. The fliers were handed out in personal contacts and posted on bulletin boards at the 
Durham campus of the University of New Hampshire. The electronic version of the flyer 
was sent out to the student mailing list of the Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Department and to the Graduate School of the University of New Hampshire. 
The experiment was completed by 32 participants (16 pairs) between 18 and 
38 years of age. Each pair was formed by two people who have never met each other 
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before. The average age of the participants was 24 years and 28% were female. Subjects 
were promised a $15 compensation for participating in the experiment. They were also 
told that if they perform well (attempt to finish all the games and interrupting tasks 
according to the rules) they would be given a bonus of $5. By providing a monetary 
incentive we tried to motivate subjects to perform well during the experiment. All 
subjects were given the bonus regardless of their performance. The reward was given as 
gift card certificates. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR THE TWENTY 
QUESTIONS EXPERIMENTS 
This chapter describes the data, data analysis methods, and results, as well as 
the discussion of the results obtained during the twenty questions experiments described 
in the previous chapter. This experiment was designed to answer the following questions 
(hypotheses described in section 1.3, pg. 7): Does driving influence performance of the 
spoken tasks? Does timing of switching between the spoken tasks affect the spoken 
tasks? Do the spoken tasks affect driving performance? What switching behaviors are 
exhibited by the drivers and the dispatchers? How do subjects resume the interrupted 
ongoing task? The following sections show the data we used and the methods we 
employed to answer these questions. 
5.1 Corpus and tools 
The experiment was completed by 32 participants (16 pairs) between 18 and 
38 years of age. Each pair was formed by two people who have never met each other 
before. The average age of the participants was 24 years and 28% were female. During 
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the experiments we collected 9.3 hours of speech interactions with synchronized 
simulator and eye tracker data. The driving and eye-tracker data were collected over 
800km traveled. 
We choose to use 16 subject pairs, because we had four different experiment 
setups (section 4.7, pg. 75) and we decided that each experiment setup had to be done by 
multiple subject pairs. In general, a sample size of less than 16 experiments was 
commonly used in previous research involving driving simulators [10,48,62]. 
We collected data from 384 games (12 games for 32 subjects) for the ongoing 
task. Half of these games (192) were played by the drivers and the other half by the 
dispatchers. The same statistic applies to the interrupting task with 384 games. During the 
experiments 25% of the time the subjects were saying something to each other. The audio 
files were annotated in order to extract the values for dependent variables (section 4.8, 
pg. 79). Data annotation was done by the author. In addition, two undergraduate students 
participated in the annotation of the switching behavior. The disagreements in the 
transcription of the switching behavior were resolved by consensus. The corpus contains 
5752 utterances (about 360 utterances per experiment and 180 utterances per subject). 
Speech Viewer from CSLU toolkit 2.0 was used for audio data annotation. 
Speech recordings were transcribed by hand. Every utterance in the ongoing task was 
assigned a game number (1 to 12) and a turn number (1 to 10, as explained in sections 
4.3.1 and 4.4. Every game was marked with the outcome (win, timeout, fail). Every turn 
was marked as: being normal (question/answer pair), or containing a switching activity, 
such as resumption, reminder, etc. (as explained in section 4.8.3, pg. 82), or interrupted 
(an interrupting task was initiated during this turn). Unless the turn was interrupted, it had 
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four parts as shown in Figure 4.20: pause before the question, question utterance, pause 
before an answer, and answer utterance. In addition, speaking rate was calculated for the 
question and answer utterances. Section 4.8.1 (pg. 80) explains how we define these 
measures. Every question in the ongoing task was assigned a level one to four based on 
the explanations in section 5.1.1 (pg. 94). 
Every interruption game was classified with the number of the last complete 
turn before the interruption, and the level of the question in the last complete turn before 
the interruption. In addition, every interruption had two codes attached to it: when the 
interruption was visually presented (shown to a subject), and when the interruption was 
initiated (the subject initiated the interruption). These codes indicated when the 
interruption occurred in relation to the closest adjacency pair. Section 4.8.3 (pg. 82) 
provides more explanations of these codes along with examples. 
For every switch from the ongoing task to the interrupting task we marked the 
switch as containing or not containing a cue word (no other methods of switching were 
observed). For every switch from the interrupting task to the ongoing task we marked the 
switch as containing summaries, reminders, questions, no activity, or something different 
from all the previous activities. 
Speaking rate was calculated with help of Tel scripts provided by Peter 
Heeman. These scripts used CSLU toolkit to find the syllables and their durations in the 
annotated data. The scripts were used previously by Yang et al. [18]. Driving 
performance measures were extracted using SEAT application developed by Oskar 
Palinko for internal use in Project54. 
Q1 
SPSS Statistics 17.0 (now called PASW Statistics) was used to perform 
statistical analysis of the data. The drivers and the dispatchers worked together during the 
experiments, and, consequently, their performance measures cannot be considered 
independent. Because measures for the drivers and the dispatchers depend on each other, 
we obtained dependent samples, therefore, we decided to conduct a paired (dependent) t-
test for comparing measures for the drivers and the dispatchers [80-82] (also see section 
5.8, pg. 149). We also used ANOVA repeated measures to compare measures related to 
the same subjects, for example, when comparing driver's performance on curvy and 
straight roads. The post hoc analysis was adjusted for multiple comparisons using 



































































Is it in the kitchen? 
No. 
Does it have sharp edges? 
No. 
Is it in the bathroom? 
No. 
Does it produce heat? 
No. 
Is it on the ceiling? 
No. 








Your turn to ask. 
Does it have a door? 
Yes. 
Does it produce sound? 
Yes. 
Does it preserve food? 
Yes. 
Does it produce picture? 
Yes 
Is it the refrigerator? 
Yes 
Is it the TV? 
Yes. 
Details 
Dispatcher's turn 1 
Driver's turn 1 
Dispatcher's turn 2 
Driver's turn 2 
Dispatcher's turn 3 
Interrupting task 
Driver's turn 1 
Dispatcher's turn 1 
Driver's turn 2 
Dispatcher's turn 2 
Driver's turn 3 
Dispatcher's turn 3 
Implicit signal 
Reminder 
Driver's turn 3 
Dispatcher's turn 4 
Driver's turn 4 
Dispatcher's turn 5 
Driver's turn 5 

































Table 5.1 The ongoing task with the interrupting task for game 3, subject pair 11 
Table 5.1 shows an example of one game (game 3, subject pair 11). The 
interruption is presented to the dispatcher. This example was chosen to illustrate that 
sometimes subjects negotiated (3 out of 16 subject pairs) that the dispatcher will always 
ask the first question about the room where his own object is. This way the driver did not 
have to ask a question about a room. The negotiation happened during the training period. 
Q3 
5.1.1 Assigning interruption levels 
The design of the twenty questions game is such, that not all game questions 
progress a subject through the game equally. For example, it is possible to find out what 
room an object is after the first question or after the third question. This means that 
amount of information that must be retained during the interrupting task about twenty 
questions game could be the same if the person is interrupted after the first question or 
after the third question. We assume that the amount of information that must be retained 
increases the cognitive load, which in turn, might affect the performance measures for the 
spoken tasks or driving. Thus, we decided to keep track of where in the game a person is 
using levels assigned to every question as described below. We structured the twenty 
questions game so that the subjects had to discover the room with the object first (we call 
this level 1 question), then the general function of the object (we call this level 2 
question), then the particular feature of an object (we call this level 3 question), and the 
final question is to guess the object (we call this level 4 question). Four questions is the 
minimum number of questions required to discover an object if the twenty questions 
game is played by our rules. Levels must not be skipped and therefore all four levels 
should be represented with at least a single question. For example, if a "microwave" is 
the object to discover, then the shortest set of questions/answers could be (following the 





















Is it in the kitchen? 
Yes. 
Is it used for heating? 
Yes. 
Does it have a door? 
Yes. 







Table 5.2 The shortest set of question!answers in a twenty questions game. 
Within each level there can be three or two possible questions (as given by the 
training tree in Figure 4.9). The participant must guess what question to ask first for 
every level. Thus, the longest set of questions without repeated questions would be nine 
questions. For example, if the object is a "hair trimmer" and the participant follows the 
training tree from top to bottom, then the sequence of questions/answers shown in Table 








































Is it in the kitchen? 
No. 
Is it in the living room? 
No. 
Is it in the bathroom? 
Yes. 
Is it for personal use? 
No. 
Is it a utility? 
No. 
Is it used on hair? 
Yes. 
Does it use heat? 
No. 
The object does not use heat? 
Yes. 












Table 5.3 The longest set of questions in a twenty questions game. 
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Participants can deduce that if they asked questions about two out of the three 
rooms and they received "No" as answers, then the third room is the only choice and 
there is no need to explicitly ask if that is the room. Such an approach would reduce the 
longest sequence of questions from nine to six. 
In general, we used the following rules to determine a level of the question: 
1) Level 1 questions are related to rooms. For example, "Is it in the kitchen?" 
2) Level 2 questions differentiate between two groups of objects. For instance, 
"Does it have a door?" There is a group of objects that has a door and another group that 
does not; 
3) Level 3 questions differentiate between two objects. For example, "Does it 
use sound and picture?" This question differentiates between TV and Radio; 
4) Level 4 questions are about a particular object. For instance, "Is it a mixer?" 
We used the level of the question from the last complete turn to assign the 
level to an interruption. For example, if the last complete turn had question "Does it have 
a door?", then the interruption was assigned as happening at level 2. 
5.2 Design verification 
During the data processing we first set out to confirm that the ongoing and 
interrupting tasks were performed by the participants as we intended them to be 
performed. Specifically, we wanted to confirm that the number of turns in the ongoing 
task was around six according to the game design (section 4.3, pg. 58). Figure 5.1 shows 
the distribution of the number of turns in the ongoing task. This plot shows that out of 
Q6 
384 games only 2.6% (10) of the games had less than four turns and only 4.4% (17) of 
the games had more than nine turns. This is consistent with the twenty questions game 
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Figure 5.1 Distribution of number of turns in a twenty questions game. 
Similarly, we wanted to confirm if the interrupting task was played according 
to the rules of the last letter word game. The interrupting task required participants to 
have three turns each. Figure 5.2 shows the number of turns in the interrupting task. We 
can see that the majority (87%) of the games were done according to the rules (section 










































1 2 3 4 
Number of turns 
Figure 5.2 Number of turns in a last letter word game. 
On average the drivers and the dispatchers finished playing their TQG in 62 
seconds and LLG in 28 seconds. These values indicate that two minute time allocated for 
the games was sufficient for most of the subjects. This is consistent with the experiment 
design as described in section 4.5 (pg. 70). Table 5.4 lists mean values with their standard 
deviations for some dependent variables. 
Variable Name (unit) 
TQG pause before asking a question (s) 
TQG question utterance duration (s) 
TQG pause before answering a question (s) 
TQG answer utterance duration (s) 
LLG pause before naming a word (s) 
LLG utterance duration (s) 
TQG number of turns 
LLG number of turns 
TQG question speaking rate (syllables/s) 
TQG answer speaking rate (syllables/s) 
LLG speaking rate (syllables/s) 
Delay from interruption presentation to 























































Table 5.4 Average values and standard deviations for some dependent variables. 
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We did not have precise control over the timing of the interruptions with 
respect to the progress of TQGs, because different subjects progressed through the 
ongoing task with different speeds (see section 4.4, pg. 66 for detailed explanation). 
Figure 5.3 shows how interruption timings were distributed for the dispatchers and the 
drivers. The differences in the distributions are due to the fact that the dispatcher always 
started the game first (all dispatchers were instructed to do so). Hence, it was very 
unlikely for them to be interrupted right after the first turn. Overall, the distribution does 
cover the points of interest for us, which are interruptions after turns two, three, and four 










1 2 3 4 5 6 
Number of complete turns before an interruption 
Figure 5.3 Distributions of number of turns before an interruption. 
We hypothesized that the subjects build up the context with the progression of 
the ongoing task. As a result, the interruptions of the ongoing task with different amount 
of context might be treated by the subjects differently. We labeled interruptions that 
happen between turns two and three as early, interruptions that happen between turns 
QQ 
three and four as middle, and interruption that happen between turn four and five as late. 
To clarify, the same interruption may be marked as middle for the dispatcher and early 
for the driver, depending on when it happened during the twenty questions game. For 
example, if both the dispatcher and the driver completed their second turn and an 
interruption happened, then both of the participants have a game with the early 
interruption. On the other hand, if the dispatcher completed the third turn, but the driver 
did not, then the interruption is marked as middle for the dispatcher and as early for the 
driver. 
Games with the interruptions before turn two (3.6% of the data) or after turn 
five (8.8% of the data) were discarded during the analysis that involved timing of 
interruptions. Removal of these interruptions eliminates possible bias. For example, the 
drivers had more interruptions right after the first turn than the dispatchers did. As a 
result, uneven number of data points does not allow us to balance effects of subject 
variability in the data. At the same time, this leaves 87% (336) of the games for 
comparison. Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of the timing of interruptions for the 
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Timing of interruption 
Late 
Figure 5.4 Number of games for different timing of interruption. 
Figure 5.5 shows the ongoing task outcomes for all 384 games. A total of 296 
games (77%) resulted in a successful completion. This shows that the difficulty of the 
ongoing task was selected in a way that did not cause the subjects to be frustrated about 



















Figure 5.5 Outcomes of the ongoing tasks. 
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Figure 5.6 shows the average duration of a pause before a question over the 
game duration (averaged over 384 games). Error bars in this figure and others show 
standard error unless otherwise noted. We could expect to see the subjects slow down 
with time if the subjects became tired. Instead we observe that both the drivers and the 
dispatchers provided responses faster with time, as demonstrated by the slope of the fitted 
line (driver: R2=0.19, 11 d.f., p=0.158; dispatcher: R2=0.66, 11 d.f., p=0.001), which may 
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Figure 5.6 Average pause duration before a question over the duration of the experiment 
with a linear fit. 
Figure 5.7 shows the average pause before an answer (driver: R2=0.53, 11 d.f., 
p=0.007; dispatcher: R2=0.37, 11 d.f., p=0.036), which also demonstrates the learning 
trend. We do not have an explanation for the spikes in the average pause before asking a 
question, as shown in Figure 5.6. For instance, game four, on average, has the pause 
duration before asking a question that is significantly different between the drivers and 
10? 
dispatchers (t(15)=2.6,p=0.02), while we failed to observe any difference between 
characteristics of game four and other games. Or using a reverse argument, it is not clear 
why some games have the same pause duration before asking a question for both the 
drivers and the dispatchers. For instance, game five, on average, have virtually the same 
pause duration before asking a question (t(15)=0.05,p=0.96). 
0.0 H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Game number 
Figure 5.7 Average pause duration before an answer over the duration of the experiment 
with a linear fit. 
In contrast to the learning effects for the ongoing task, Figure 5.8 shows that 
the averaged pause before naming a word during an interruption (LLG) becomes longer 
over the duration of the experiment (driver: R2=0.63, 11 d.f., p=0.002; dispatcher: 
R2=0.54, 11 d.f., p=0.007). This can be explained by the fact that the participants had to 
come up with the words that they did not use before, and, therefore, had to think more. 
This is consistent with the experiment design. 
ms 
Game number 
Figure 5.8 Average pause before naming a word (during the interrupting task) over the 
duration of the experiment with a linear fit. 
We also looked at the percent dwell time [6,83] at the road ahead for the 
drivers using the eye tracker data. We found that 96% of the time the drivers look at the 
road ahead of them. The other 4% included times when the eye tracker did not track the 
data, as well as glances at the rear view mirrors and speedometer. There were no 
additional traffic on the road or other distracting events along the road, and that is why 
we expected the drivers to look at the road ahead of them most of the time. The eye 
tracker data confirmed our expectations. 
5.3 Performance on the ongoing spoken task 
We compared performances of the drivers to the performances of the 
dispatchers on the ongoing spoken task. This test is driven by hypothesis 1, which 
focuses on the interaction between the spoken tasks and driving. We hypothesized that 
there would be differences in the performances due to the fact that the drivers are 
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engaged in the manual-visual task. The first measure we looked at was the number of 
successfully completed games for the drivers and the dispatchers. There are three 
possible outcomes for a twenty questions game: correct guess, wrong guess, or timeout. 
Figure 5.9 shows the game outcomes for the drivers and the dispatchers. Statistical 























Wrong guess Timeout 
Game outcome 
Correct guess 
Figure 5.9 Game outcomes for driver and dispatcher. 
Figure 5.10 shows how games with wrong guesses were distributed over the 16 
subject pairs. It is interesting to notice that 13 out of 16 drivers had at least one game that 
ended in a wrong guess, while only 7 out of 16 dispatchers had at least one game that 
ended in a wrong guess. However, statistical analysis did not show that the drivers and 
the dispatchers have a significant difference in the number of games that ended with a 
wrong guess. The number of games that end with wrong final guesses is very small (8% 
or 30 games), and, thus, we focused on games with timeouts and correct guess only (354 
games). 
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• Driver • Dispatcher 
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Subject pair 
Figure 5.10 Wrong guesses over the experiments for driver and dispatcher. 
We were expecting the dispatchers to perform better than the drivers, because 
we hypothesized that the additional task of driving should not allow the driver to perform 
the ongoing task as well as the dispatcher could. Figure 5.10 shows that, overall, the 
drivers won less of their games than the dispatchers did. The trend toward this conclusion 
is visible in the data, but it is not significant. One possible explanation is that the ongoing 
task was easy enough for the drivers to perform while driving at the given level of 
difficulty. Increasing the difficulty of the ongoing or the driving task could emphasize the 
observed trend. On the other hand, Tsimhoni et al. [9] also found that the driving 
workload did not influence the spoken task performance. In their experiments, the 
subjects were listening to the different types of messages (news, email) while driving a 
simulated vehicle on roads with two difficulty levels (straight segments and constant 
radius curve segments). After listening to a message the comprehension of the message 
was assessed by asking subjects a series of questions. The time to answer a question was 
used as one of the performance measures. The authors did not specify the radius of the 
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curves they used in their experiments to control the driving difficulty. The spoken tasks 
in our experiment are different from those used by Tsimhoni et al., but it could be that we 
are finding similar results. 
Similarly, we found that there is no significant difference for the pause 
duration before asking a question between the drivers and the dispatchers 
(t(15)=1.83,p=0.87). The duration before answering a question was also not significantly 
different between the drivers and the dispatchers (t(15)=-0.4,p=0.63). The interrupting 
task measures did not show significant differences either, for example, pause before 
naming a word did not have significant differences for the drivers and the dispatchers 
(t(15)=-1.5,p=0.3). Given the lack of differences between performances on the spoken 
tasks for the drivers and the dispatchers when all 384 games were treated equally, we 
decided to see how the timing of interruptions affects the performance measures. 
5.3.1 Timing of interruptions bv turn number 
We decided to split the twenty question games according to the interruption 
timing to test the hypothesis 3, which states that the timing of interruptions affects spoken 
tasks. Figure 5.11 shows the percentage of games won for different interruption timings 
(number of games for different interruption timings is shown in Figure 5.4). The 
statistical analysis showed that the dispatchers won more of their games when an 
interruption happens early as compared to the games with early interruptions that the 
drivers won (t(15)=2.13,p=0.049). But there is no significant difference for the middle 
and late interruptions for the dispatchers and the drivers (t(15)<1.985,p>0.069). It is 
important to notice that the p values for these observations are very close to 0.05, 
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meaning that it is possible to have false positive for the games with early interruptions 
and false negative for the games with middle and late interruptions. The next step was to 
understand why the drivers lose more of their games than the dispatchers when the 
interruption happened early. This analysis should reveal if the observed difference is 
















Timing of interruption 
Late 
Figure 5.11 Percentage of wins by timing of interruption. 
Figure 5.12 shows the average duration of a pause before a question for the 
drivers and the dispatchers for games when interruptions happened at different times. The 
difference between the drivers and the dispatchers is significant for games with early 
interruptions (t(15)=3.1,p=0.007) and is not significant for games with middle 
(t(15)=0.5,p=0.637) and late (t(13)=1.3,p=0.215) interruptions. The high significance 
level of the comparison for the games with early interruptions indicate that there is 
indeed a difference between the drivers and the dispatchers and it is not likely to be a 
false positive. It is interesting to notice that statistical analysis shows that the drivers have 
different pauses before asking a question (F(2,13)=4.86,p=0.027) when the pauses are 
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compared between different interruption timings (early vs middle p=0.006, early vs late 
p=0.071, middle vs late p=0.439). In contrast, the dispatchers have the same duration of 
the pause for all interruption timings (F(2,13)=2.33,p=0.137). This indicates that the 
timing of the interruption had a larger impact on the drivers than on the dispatchers. 
Early Middle 
Timing of interruption 
Late 
Figure 5.12 Pause before question by timing of interruption. 
The number of turns for the ongoing task (t(15)<l.l,p>0.289) and the 
interrupting task (t(15)<1.7,p>0.108) are not significantly different for the drivers and the 
dispatchers. Hence, the drivers lose because it takes them longer to ask a question and the 
drivers run out of time before they can finish the TQG. To test this conclusion we 
compared the average pause before asking a question between the games that were lost 
by timeouts and the games that were successful. 
Figure 5.13 shows the average pause before asking a question and the average 
pause before answering a question for the drivers for early games only. Statistical 
analysis showed that there is a significant difference (F(2,29)=20.49,p<0.001) in the 
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pause before asking a question during games that end with a timeout and games that end 
with a correct guess. The difference in the pause before answering a question for these 
games is also significant (F(2,29)=4.74,p=0.017). It is important to notice that for the 
drivers, as Figure 5.9 shows, there were more games that ended with correct guesses 
(75% or 143 games) than games ended with timeouts (17% or 32 games). For early 
interruptions only, there are 36 (68% of 53) games that end with a correct guess and 16 
(30% of 53) games that end with a timeout. The fact that there are two times as many 
games with the correct guesses than with the timeouts might bias the results, because the 
smaller data set may not capture the possible range of individual variations between the 
subjects. Nevertheless, the trend is clearly visible. 
Timeout Win 
Game outcome 
Figure 5.13 Pause before driver's questionsand answers for games interrupted early. 
Similar analysis was performed for the dispatchers. Figure 5.14 shows the 
average pause before asking a question and the average pause before answering a 
question for the dispatchers during the games with early interruptions only. Statistical 
i in 
analysis showed that there is a significant difference (F(2,22)=5.37,p=0.009) in the pause 
before asking a question during games that ended with timeouts and games that ended 
with correct guesses. The difference in the pause before answering a question for these 
games is not significant (F(2,22)=2.6,p=0.095). Again, it is important to notice that for 
the dispatchers, as Figure 5.9 shows, there are more games that ended with a correct 
guess (80% or 153 games) than games ended by a timeout (14% or 26 games). For early, 
interruptions there were 45 (87% of 52) games that ended with correct guesses and only 
two (4% of 52) games that ended with timeouts. The small number of games that end 
with a timeout does not capture the range of individual variations between the subjects, 
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Figure 5.14 Pause before dispatcher's questions and answers for games that were 
interrupted early. 
Figure 5.15 shows the pause before naming a word in the interrupting game 
depending on the timing of the interruption. The data suggests that for the early 
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interruptions it could take longer for the drivers to name a word for the interrupting task, 
but this difference is not significant (t(14)<l.l,p>0.286). 
Early Middle 
Timing of interruption 
Late 
Figure 5.15 Effect of interrupting timing on the interrupting task. 
We expected the interruption timing to affect both tasks. However, the data 
shows that the interruption timing affects the ongoing task, but not the interrupting task. 
This can be due to the differences in the tasks, or due to the priorities that participants 
assign to the tasks. The interrupting task had an urgency associated with it, because it had 
to be done in a limited amount of time. It is also interesting to notice that only early 
interruptions had an effect on the ongoing task. The reason for this could be that early 
interruptions did not create as much time pressure as the middle and late interruptions. 
We also confirmed that the duration of questions or speaking rate during question was the 
same for all conditions. Therefore, the pause before asking a question was the reason why 
the drivers lost more games during early interruptions. Another observation is that the 
interruption timing affects the drivers but not the dispatchers, which indicates that the 
driving might affect the spoken tasks. In order to investigate this issue from a different 
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angle we proceeded to explore if the interruption timing associated with the question 
levels would provide us with more insight. 
5.3.2 Timing of interruptions by level 
As discussed in section 5.1.1 (pg. 94) the design of the twenty questions game 
is such that not all game turns progress a subject through the game equally. This means 
that amount of information that must be retained during the interrupting task about the 
twenty questions game does not directly depend on the turn number. It is possible that the 
amount of information retained during the interruption might affect the cognitive load of 
the subjects. Using the levels we can classify interruptions based on when they happen in 
relation to the progression within the game, as opposed the interruption timing based on 
turns that is described in the previous section. This is a different way of testing how 
interruption timing influences the spoken tasks (hypothesis 3). 
There can be no interruptions before level 1 and if an interruption happens 
after level 4 we cannot treat it as an interruption, because the ongoing task is complete. 
We define interruptions at level 1 as early, at level 2 as middle, and at level 3 as late. 
Figure 5.16 shows the distribution of the games that have interruptions after different 
levels of questions. Interruptions after level 4 signify the twenty questions games that 
were completed before an interruption could happen. There is no significant difference 
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Level of question before an interruption 
Figure 5.16 Timing of interruption using level of questions. 
Statistical analysis showed that the timing of interruptions according to the 
level does not significantly influence any performance measure of the ongoing task for 
the drivers and the dispatchers. On the other hand, the timing of interruptions according 
to the level does influence the last letter word game for the drivers, but not the 
dispatchers. Figure 5.17 shows the average duration of a pause before naming a word for 
the drivers and the dispatchers. Statistical analysis showed that the timing of interruptions 
has a significant effect on the pause duration during the interrupting task for the drivers 
(F(l,13)=5.56,p=0.035). Post hoc comparisons confirmed that the drivers were thinking 
longer (had longer pauses before naming a word) during the interrupting task if the 
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Figure 5.17 Last letter word game pauses (interrupting task). 
We assumed that the subjects experience changes in cognitive load as the 
twenty questions game progress. Given that the driving increases overall cognitive load, 
we can observe the effects of different interruption timings on the drivers, but not on the 
dispatchers. On the other hand, a different explanation could be that the drivers knew that 
the ongoing task just started and there is no need to rush with the interrupting task. 
Hence, they took the time to think about the interrupting task. In other words, drivers did 
not experience as much time pressure during early interruptions as they did during middle 
and late interruptions. If this explanation is correct, then it is not clear why the 
dispatchers did not exhibit the same behavior. In addition, this trend was not found for 
the turn based interruption timings for the interrupting task described in the previous 
section. 
Similar to the conclusion in the previous section we see that the drivers are 
affected by the interruption timing more than the dispatchers. We conclude that both how 
1TS 
long ago a game started and where in the game a subject is could be factors that 
contribute to the decision of how to perform the spoken tasks. It is not clear to us how 
these two factors interact with each other. But the data confirm that there is an interaction 
between the timing of a switch and the spoken tasks performance. 
5.4 Driving 
In order to test hypothesis 2 (which focuses on how the spoken tasks affect the 
driving performance), we compare the driver's performance on the ongoing and 
interrupting tasks. Figure 5.18 shows the lane position variance on different road types 
during different tasks. Statistical analysis revealed that there is a significant difference in 
the lane position variance when comparing measurements before, during and after 




Figure 5.18 Lane position variance on different road types. 
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Post hoc comparison showed that on curvy roads the lane position variance 
during the interruption is larger than before interruptions (p=0.002), and the lane position 
variance is larger before than after interruptions (p=0.007), but the difference between the 
lane position variance during and after interruptions is not significant (p=0.175). Post hoc 
comparison showed that on straight roads the lane position variance has significant 
increase when comparing the lane position variance before and during interruptions 
(p=0.002), and when comparing before and after interruptions (p=0.005), but the lane 
position variance during interruptions is not significantly different from the lane position 
variance after interruptions (p=0.225). 
It seems that the lane position variance on curvy and straight roads was 
affected similarly by the presence of the interruptions (in both cases driving performance 
decreased during the interruption). We attribute this difference in the lane position 
variances before and during interruptions to the increased attention demands caused by 
the interrupting task. The drivers focus on the interrupting task and, consequently, neglect 
the driving. It is not clear if this affect is associated with a choice, meaning that drivers 
choose to neglect the driving because the interrupting task is urgent, or the interrupting 
task is so difficult that the drivers cannot maintain driving performance. We do know that 
a similar task was used as an interruption in a dual task condition in the research by 
Strayer and Johnston [52]. The authors showed that indeed this task interfered with a 
simulated driving task. The current experiment setup does not allow us to make a 
distinction between driving performance decrements due to the task urgency or the task 
difficulty, because we do not change how instructions are given to the subjects and we do 
not change the difficulty of the interrupting task. Changing how we give instructions to 
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the subjects can change how they perceive the interrupting task. For instance, explicitly 
telling the drivers that the driving must have the ultimate priority might force the drivers 
to focus more on the driving and think of the interrupting task as not urgent. 
Figure 5.19 shows the velocity variance on curvy and straight roads. Statistical 
analysis showed that there was no significant difference in the velocity variance on curvy 
and straight roads (F(l,15)=0.416,p=0.528). Only the velocity variance on curvy roads 
after interruptions is significantly different (p=0.007) from the velocity variance before 
and during interruptions. Figure 5.20 shows the average velocity on curvy and straight 
roads. Statistical analysis showed that there were no significant differences for the 
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Figure 5.19 Velocity variance on different road types. 
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Figure 5.20 Average velocity on different road types. 
Vollrath [66] found that the velocity with which subjects drove a vehicle 
decreased as the complexity of the spoken task increased. Interestingly, Figure 5.20 
indicates that on straight roads subjects decrease their average velocity during 
interruptions as compared to their velocity before interruptions, while such a change did 
not happen on curvy roads. It could be that the velocity was affected differently by curvy 
and straight roads. Alternatively, the high data variation is the likely source of the pattern 
shown on Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20. The performance measures for the spoken tasks 
(shown in sections below) do not indicate that curvy roads created a significantly 
different road difficulty as compared to straight roads which supports the later 
conclusion. The data also show that the average velocity increased after the interruption 
for both road types. We suggest that the drivers tried to get closer to the leading vehicle 
and, therefore, chose to increase their speed. That is also the reason why the velocity 
variance increased on curvy roads after the interruption. This conclusion is supported by 




























Figure 5.21 Steering variance on curvy roads. 
Figure 5.21 shows the steering angle variance on curvy roads for before, 
during, and after interruptions. Statistical analysis shows that the steering angle variance 
significantly changes on curvy roads when comparing the steering angle variance before, 
during, and after interruptions (F(2,30)=25.0,p<0.001). Post hoc comparisons revealed 
that all differences are significant (before vs interruption p=0.006; interruption vs after 
p=0.004, before vs after p<0.001). It could be that the time when the task is done is a 
more significant factor than the task itself, i.e. if the interrupting task was present first, it 
would have the smallest steering variance. This could be caused by the fact that people 
become more and more tired. On the other hand, the data were extracted from games that 
happen throughout the experiment from the beginning to the end, which should 
counterbalance the effects of being tired. 
Another possible explanation is that interruptions introduced urgency, because 
they had to be completed on time. For this reason, the drivers allocated less attention to 
driving. Once an interruption was over, the participants knew that they could run out of 
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time to finish the twenty questions game (the perceived urgency by subjects), and that is 
why the driving performance did not return to the same level as it was before the 
interruption. This is consistent with our explanation of why the timing of interruptions 
affected the ongoing task (section 5.3.1, pg. 107). On the other hand, as shown in Figure 
5.20 the average velocity on curvy roads was increasing for different tasks in a similar 
way. Even though the difference in the average velocity before, during, and after 
interruptions were not significant on curvy roads it is plausible to suggest that a higher 
average velocity on curvy roads results in a higher steering angle variance. This would 
mean that the changes in the driving performance are due to the fact that the drivers 




Figure 5.22 Steering angle variance on straight roads. 
Figure 5.22 shows the steering angle variance on straight roads for before, 
during, and after interruptions. The steering angle variance on straight roads exhibit 
similar trend as on curvy roads (increase from before to during and from during to after 
1?1 
interruptions), but the difference in the steering angle variance before, during and after 
interruptions is not significant (F(2,30)=0.14,p=0.870). The difference in the steering 
angle variance on curvy and straight roads could be caused by the fact that driving on 
straight roads is much easier as compared to driving on curvy roads. This is consistent 
with the previous research by Kun et al. [83]. 
An argument can be made that the steering angle variance between straight and 
curvy roads cannot be compared directly due to the presence of turns on curvy roads. 
Therefore, we filtered the low frequency maneuvers from the steering angle data. We 
used 0.3Hz to 0.6Hz band to compare the data between curvy and straight roads. Jamson 
and Merat [55] used similar values to focus on the high frequency variation in the 
steering angle. Their work was based on the research by McLean and Hoffman [84] who 
found that normal steering activity to maintain the heading of a vehicle is contained 
below 0.3Hz. Filtering the signal above 0.6Hz reduces the noise. There is a significant 
difference (t(15)>5.449,p<0.001) between filtered steering angle variance on curvy and 
straight roads as shown in Figure 5.23. We expected the filtered data for curvy and 
straight roads to be similar, but because it is not, the argument can be made that filtering 
values are not chosen properly to remove steering variation due to the turns. It is 
interesting to notice that the filtered steering angle variance for curvy roads does not 
exhibit significant change (F(l,15)=0.1,p=0.923) when comparing before, during, and 
after interruptions. This means that the variation observed in Figure 5.21 is due to the low 





Figure 5.23 Filtered steering variance. 
The fact that the steering angle variance significantly changes on curvy roads 
but not on straight indicates that spoken tasks has greater influence on driving with 
increased driving difficulty. Hence, the decrements in driving performance due to the 
interrupting task are more prominent during difficult driving conditions. This is 
consistent with findings by Strayer and Johnston [52]. 
Figure 5.24 shows the variance of the distance to the leading vehicle on 
different road types. The data follow the same pattern as for the velocity variance (Figure 
5.19). Similarly, the differences in the distance variance are not significant 
(F(l,15)<2.99,p>0.066). The exhibited trend does show that the distance to the leading 
vehicle on curvy roads is changing the most after interruptions. The largest variation of 
the distance to the leading vehicle is during interruptions on straight roads, which implies 










































Figure 5.25 Average distance to the leading vehicle on different road types. 
Figure 5.25 shows the average distance to the leading vehicle on different road 
types. Statistical analysis showed that there is no difference in average distance to the 
leading vehicle for different road (F(l,15)=1.14,p=0.071) types or tasks 
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(F(l,14)=2.19,p=0.238). This indicates that on average the drivers did maintain the same 
distance to the leading vehicle during the experiment, but the amount of corrective 
actions (indicated by the variance) was increasing during the interrupting task. 
We also considered comparison of the driving performance between short 
periods of time. For example, we could compare driving performance when the drivers 
ask questions with driving performance when the drivers answer questions. 
Unfortunately, for the driving performance measures that we use in this dissertation 
(section 4.9, pg. 85) such a comparison yields an ambiguous interpretation in our 
experiment setup. This is due to the fact that the driving performance measures at any 
particular short period of time do not necessarily correspond to the actions of a driver 
during that period of time. For instance, if we observe a change in a driving performance 
measure when a driver asks a question, there could be multiple contradicting 
explanations. On one hand, the change could have happened because the driver focuses 
less on driving and has larger errors. On the other hand, the change could have happened 
because the driver focuses on driving more and is correcting errors introduced during the 
previous action, such as answering a question. Given that both interpretations are valid 
we cannot make the distinction between these two cases. In addition, most of the research 
done with the similar driving performance measures does not involve averaging over 
short periods of time [66,55,57,77,83]. Alternatively, there are other driving performance 
measures, such as a reaction time to a braking leading vehicle, that can be used to avoid 
this ambiguity, because they require immediate reaction from the driver and, therefore, 
can be assigned to a particular period of time [85,86]. We did not utilize these 
performance measures in our experiment setup. Once the experiment setup is modified to 
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include such performance measures or new methods of processing for the existing 
measures are available, then it will be possible to compare driving performance between 
short time periods. 
The driving performance measures can also be correlated with cognitive load 
estimations. For example, the cognitive load estimated using pupillometric measurements 
[87]could show the interaction between the changes in driving performance and changes 
in cognitive load. 
5.5 Driving difficulty 
Hypothesis 1 predicted that more demanding driving conditions should 
negatively influence the spoken tasks. To study this influence we compared the number 
of games won by the drivers on curvy roads with the number of games won by the drivers 
on straight roads. Figure 5.26 shows the outcomes of the games for different road types. 
Statistical analysis did not show that the road difficulty has a significant effect on the 
outcomes [Wrong guess (F(l,15)=1.77,p=0.203); Timeout (F(l,15)=0.517,p=0.483); 
































































Figure 5.26 Game outcomes for different road types. 
Following the same procedure that we used in section 5.3 (pg. 104), we split 
the games according to the interruption timing. Figure 5.27 shows the percentage of 
games won for different interruption timings. Statistical analysis did not show a 
significant difference in the percentage of the games won during different interruption 
timings according to a turn number for curvy and straight roads (F(l,15)<0.216,p>0.649). 
Figure 5.28 shows percentage of games won for different interruption timings according 
to turn levels for curvy and straight roads. Statistical analysis did not show significant 
differences between curvy and straight roads (F(l,15)<0.4,p>0.535). The data show that 
the difficulty of the road did not affect the number of games the drivers win for different 
interruption timings. It could be that the difference in driving difficulty was not sufficient 
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Figure 5.27 Percentage of games won for different interruption timings according to a 
turn number. 
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Figure 5.28 Percentage of games won for different interruption timings according to a 
turn level. 
The drivers could have the same number of wins on different road types, but 
they still could have played slower on curvy roads. To test if that was happening we 
compared the pauses in the ongoing and the interrupting tasks. Figure 5.29 shows the 
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average duration of pauses before asking a question during the ongoing task for different 
road types and different interruption timings according to a turn level. Statistical analysis 
showed that there is no significant difference between curvy and straight roads for any 
interruption timing (F(l,14)<3.6,p>0.080). Figure 5.29 shows that the pauses are shorter 
during the late interruptions as compared to early or middle interruptions. ANOVA 
repeated measures model (with the timing of interruption, the type of road, and the 
interaction between these two variables) revealed that neither the timing of interruption 
(F(2,6)=0.55,p=0.16), nor the type of road (F(l,3)=2.15,p=0.239), nor their interaction 
(F(2,6)=0,p=0.99) has significant effect on the pause before asking a question in the 
ongoing task. This confirmed that the road difficulty did not influence the ongoing task in 
our experiment. 
Early Middle 
Timing of interruption 
Late 
Figure 5.29 Pause before asking a question (ongoing task) for different interruption 
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Figure 5.30 Pause before naming a word (interrupting task) for different interruption 
timings according to a turn level. 
Figure 5.30 shows the average duration of pauses before naming a word during 
the interrupting task for different road types and different interruption timings according 
to a turn level. Statistical analysis showed that there is no significant difference between 
curvy and straight road types for any interruption timing (F(l,6)<2.14,p>0.194). This, 
again, confirmed that the driving difficulty did not affect the interrupting task in our 
experiment. 
Similarly, the statistical analysis of the data using the interruption timings 
according to a turn number did not show any significant effects of the road type on the 
ongoing and the interrupting tasks. The data presented in this section suggests that 
driving difficulty did not influence the spoken tasks. On the other hand, it could be that 
the curvature of curvy roads did not increase the difficulty of the driving as compared to 
the straight roads to create visible effects. Tsimhoni and Green [57] found that the driving 
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difficulty increases with the road curvature. We suggest that our assumption about the 
road difficulty was not correct and, therefore, we do not observe the effects of driving 
difficulty on the spoken tasks. On the other hand, Strayer and Johnston [52] showed that 
both the driving difficulty and the spoken task difficulty affect the driving performance. It 
could be that the spoken task difficulty was not chosen properly to illustrate an 
interaction between the road difficulty and the spoken tasks. 
5.6 Multiple task management 
The following sections outline how the interruptions were initiated by the 
subjects and how the subjects switched between the ongoing task and the interrupting 
task. Explanations of the models are given in section 3.7 (pg. 37) and 4.8.3 (pg. 82). The 
purpose of the following analysis is aimed to understand different switching behaviors, 
which is the focus of hypothesis 4. 
5.6.1 Interruption initiation 
We coded the interruption initiation based on where it happened with respect 
to the model in Figure 5.31 (copy of Figure 4.25). There were 93 interruptions presented 
to the driver (3 out of 96 interruptions were presented after the ongoing task was 
complete) and 84 interruptions presented to the dispatcher (12 out of 96 interruptions 
were presented after the ongoing task was complete). For the drivers, there were 45 
interruptions presented on curvy roads (3 out of 48 interruptions were presented after the 
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Figure 5.32 Interruption presentation timing. 
Figure 5.32 shows when interruptions were presented to the subjects on the 
screens in relation to the most recent adjacency pair. This figure shows that b, c, f, and g 
had the smallest number of presentations. This is due to the fact that these are the shortest 
periods in adjacency pairs. Answers marked as c and g are "yes/no" answers and have 
very short duration. This distribution is consistent with our previous research [11] 
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Figure 5.33 Interruption initiation timing 
Figure 5.33 shows when interruptions were initiated by the subjects on the 
screens in relation to the most recent adjacency pair. The plot demonstrates that both the 
drivers and the dispatchers chose to interrupt when no one was speaking (during the 
pause between adjacency pairs "d"), which is consistent with our previous research [11] 
(section 3.12, pg. 43). Statistical analysis showed that the drivers and the dispatchers 
were equally likely to interrupt each other or themselves (initiate interruptions during 
parts "a" or "e"). We attribute no differences in the behaviors to the fact that both the 
drivers and the dispatchers treated the interruption as a priority. For this reason, driving 
did not change how the drivers introduced interruptions. Given that driving performance 
decreased during the interrupting task (for example, as shown in Figure 5.18, pg. 116) we 
can suggest that the drivers behaved as if the driving task did not have a priority (thus the 
same behavior as dispatchers for the interrupting task). This implies that in order to see 
how driving affects interruption introduction, the drivers must be instructed to maintain 
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driving performance as the priority, or the driving difficulty should be harder not to allow 
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Figure 5.34 Interruption presentation timing on curvy and straight roads. 
Figure 5.34 shows how the interruption presentations were distributed for 
curvy and straight roads and Figure 5.35 shows the distribution of the interruption 
initiations for curvy and straight roads. These distributions demonstrate that the drivers 
preferred to wait for the end of an adjacency pair to introduce interruptions on both road 
types. Statistical analysis did not show any significant effect of road difficulty on the 
timing of interruption initiation (F(l,15)<4,p>0.05). Such results can be interpreted in 
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Figure 5.35 Interruption initiation timing on curvy and straight roads. 
We also looked at the distribution of the interruption initiations for different 
interruption timings (early, middle, and late). The sparse number of data points and their 
uneven distribution among these interruption timings did not allow us to draw a 
conclusion about how different interruption timings affected the interruption initiations. 
The reason for that is that in our experiment setup we did not control the distribution of 
the interruption initiation in relation to the interruption timings. 
5.6.2 Task switching 
The model of switching between the ongoing and the interrupting tasks is 
explained in the section 4.8.3 (pg. 82) and is aimed at understanding different switching 
behaviors, which is the focus of hypothesis 4. Figure 5.36 (copy of Figure 4.24) shows 
the summary of this model. 
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Figure 5.36 Interruption/resumption of a twenty questions game. 
We found that subjects used a cue word in only four out of 192 interruptions. 
This could indicate that the tasks were very different, and, therefore, did not require 
additional cue words. In addition, there was only one interrupting task, and this might be 
the reason why subjects did not need to cue each other about the switch. This model 
ignores the fact that it is possible to have multiple switches between TQG and LLG, for 
example, when asked a question the person initiates an interruption by requesting to name 
a word, but then immediately answers the question. These cases were infrequent (3% or 6 
interruptions) and were excluded from the analysis. 
When the interrupting task was completed each participant took one of the 
actions shown in Table 5.5 (explained in section 4.8.3, pg. 82). Table 5.6 shows an 
example of the interrupting task followed by the finish of the interrupting task and the 
switch to the ongoing task (game 6, subject pair 4). In this example, the dispatcher 
explicitly signaled the end of the interrupting task, while the driver implicitly confirmed 










That's my three. 
Okay. 
That's my three, oh no, I need one more. 
Are we done? 































I think that's three for us. 
Yep 
Is it in the living room? 
Details 
Interrupting task 
Driver's turn 1 
Dispatcher's turn 1 
Driver's turn 2 
Dispatcher's turn 2 
Driver's turn 3 















Table 5.6 Interrupting task for game 6, subject pair 4. 
Figure 5.37 shows the average percentage of games for each type of finishing 
the interrupting task. The statistical analysis showed that all of these actions were 
employed by the drivers and the dispatchers equally often (t(15)>1.72,p>0.106). 
Nevertheless, the data exhibit a trend that the drivers chose to provide fewer confirmation 
signals than the dispatchers. This can be explained by the increased workload induced by 
the driving task. As a result, we suggest that increasing the driving difficulty will create 
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Figure 5.37 Average percentage of games with different types of finishing LLC 
To test this suggestion, we compared different types of finishing LLG for the 
drivers and the dispatchers on curvy roads only. Figure 5.38 is similar to Figure 5.37, but 
only the data from the games done when the driver was driving on curvy roads is used. 
Even though the plot suggests that the drivers used less explicit signaling, statistical 
analysis showed that there is no significant difference (t(l,15)<1.218,p>0.242). The 
statistical analysis did not support our expectation that the driving difficulty affects how a 
person handles multi-threaded dialogs. We treat this as a support for our previous 
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Discussion Nothing 
Figure 5.38 Average percentage of games with different types of finishing LLG using 
data from curvy roads only. 
To further investigate the situation we compared how the drivers signal 
finishing of LLG during curvy and straight roads. Figure 5.39 shows how the drivers 
choose to finish LLG on curvy and straight roads. There was no significant difference 
between how the drivers handled finishing of LLG on curvy and straight roads [Explicit 
(F(l,15)=0.19,p=0.19; Implicit (F(l,15)=0.319,p=0.58); Wrong (F(l,15)=1.9,p=0.188); 
Discussion (F(l,15)=3.151,p=0.096); Nothing (F(l,15)=l,p=0.33)]. We suggest that the 
road difficulty was not chosen properly to show differences between behaviors on curvy 
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Figure 5.39 Average percentage of games with different types of finishing LLG on 
different road types. 
Figure 5.38 hints that the drivers used less explicit signaling on curvy roads 
than the dispatchers. This could be explained by the additional workload caused by the 
driving task. If the driving task would be harder, then the difference could be more 
pronounced. The fact that we did not find statistical difference between the signaling 
behavior of the drivers and the dispatchers can be attributed to the insufficient road 
difficulty as explained earlier. 
There are two other possible explanations to why the drivers might change 
their behavior. It could be that the drivers chose to speak less, so they can focus on 
driving. This indirectly implies that the drivers are aware of the increased workload and 
chose their priorities accordingly. It also could be that the dispatchers chose to provide 
more signaling to help the driver. We consider this case to be very unlikely because the 
dispatchers did not have information about the driving difficulty. 
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To further look into different types of finishing LLG we split the data 
according to the interruption timing as we did in section 5.3.1 (pg. 107). Figure 5.40 
shows the average percentage of games with different types of finishing LLG for early, 
middle, and late interruption timings for the dispatchers. Figure 5.41 shows the same 
information for the drivers. Because types labeled "Wrong" and "Discussion" lack 
sufficient data for analysis we focused on explicit, implicit and no signaling types. 
Statistical analysis showed that the interruption timing, the type of signaling, and the 
interaction between these two factors do not have significant effects on the dispatchers 
(F(4,ll)<1.59,p>0.24) or the drivers (F(4,ll)<2.14,p>0.143). 
60% 
Explicit Implicit Wrong 
Actions 
Discussion Nothing 
Figure 5.40 Average percentage of games with different types of finishing LLG for 
different interruption timings for the dispatchers. 
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Explicit Nothing 
Figure 5.41 Average percentage of games with different types of finishing LLGfor 
different interruption timings for the drivers. 
As expected, Figure 5.41 shows the same trend as Figure 5.37, which indicates 
that the drivers chose to not signal finishing of LLG more often as compared to other 
types of signaling or as compared to the dispatchers. We performed similar analysis using 
timing of interruptions according to the level of a turn instead of the number of a turn as 
explained in section 5.3.2 (pg. 113). The results were similar for both types of 
interruption timings for the dispatchers and the drivers. This indicates that the timing of 
interruptions did not influence how the drivers or the dispatchers chose to finish LLG. 
We suggested (section 5.3.1, pg. 107) that middle and late interruption timings had a 
higher perceived urgency. Given that the subject did not change how they finish LLG in 
those cases might indicate that types of finishing LLG are not affected by the task 
urgency. This can be explained by the fact that the signaling itself does not take much 
time (the signaling utterances are short), and therefore, the subjects did not have to 
change their behavior. 
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The switch back to the ongoing task might require people to restore their 
previous state. Table 5.7 shows possible state restoration techniques (section 4.8.3, pg. 
82). Figure 5.42 shows the average percentage of games that utilized these techniques. 
The plot demonstrates that the drivers and the dispatchers utilized each of these 
techniques equally often. Statistical analysis showed that there is a statistical difference 
between different types of state restoration [(F(l,15)=84,p<0.001) for the drivers and 
(F(l,15)=96,p<0.001) for the dispatchers], but post hoc analysis revealed that only 
"Nothing" is different from all other types (p<0.001), but the other types do not differ 
significantly between each other (p>0.06). The fact that both the drivers and the 
dispatchers did not use any context restoration in more than 70% of the time indicates 
that the interrupting task did not create enough interference with the ongoing task to 
require context restoration. On the other hand, the fact that both the drivers and the 
dispatchers used different techniques the same way could indicate that they matched each 
other behavior. "Summary" has a significant correlation (r(190)=0.205,p=0.004) and 
"Nothing" has significant correlation (r(190)=0.325,p<0.001) for the drivers and the 
dispatchers, while resumptions and reminders are not highly correlated. It is important to 
notice that the small number of data points for "Summary" can be responsible for the 
obtained significance of the correlation. Similarly, the large number of data points for 







Mine had sharp edges. 
Was mine used for heating? 
You were in the living room. 












Summary Question Reminder 
Actions 
Figure 5.42 Type of the state restoration for TQG. 
Summary 
Nothing 
Question Reminder Nothing 
Actions 
Figure 5.43 Effect of driving difficulty on state restoration for TQG for drivers. 
Figure 5.43 shows how often different resumption methods were used on 
different road types. The plot demonstrates that driving difficulty did not affect how the 
drivers resumed the ongoing task. It could be that the actions the drivers take to switch 
back to the ongoing task are not influenced by the driving difficulty. On the other hand, it 
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could be that the difference in the road difficulties between curvy and straight roads was 
not enough to show a difference in the drivers' behavior. Results shown in section 5.5 
(pg. 126) also support this explanation. 
The lack of data for different types of state restoration (less than 10% for 
individual types, see Figure 5.42) does not allow us to investigate how interruption 
timing according to the turn number or the turn level changes the behavior of the drivers 
and the dispatchers. 
5.6.3 Driving performance 
In addition, we also investigated the interaction between driving performance 
and the switching behavior of the subjects. This investigation was not part of our initial 
hypotheses, because we did not want to assume that the distribution of different types of 
behaviors would allow us to investigate driving performance. Our data show that such an 
assumption would be wrong for different types of state restoration for TQG, because 
there are not enough data points (Figure 5.43). On the other hand, the number of data 
points for different interruption initiations and different types of finishing LLG allows us 
to look at the interaction between driving performance measures and switching behavior. 
None of the driving performance measures showed a significant difference 
between games with different interruption initiations. Similarly, none of the driving 
performance measures showed a significant difference between games with different 
types of finishing LLG. This suggests that the timing of an interruption initiation or the 
type of finishing LLG did not influence overall driving performance. This can be 
explained by the fact that the initiation or finishing LLG happens in a short period of time 
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as compared to the duration of the ongoing and interrupting tasks (average time from 
interruption presentation to interruption initiation is 2.5 seconds). Another confounding 
factor is that driving performance data (section 5.4, pg. 116) suggests that the drivers 
neglected driving during the interrupting task. Therefore, any decrements in driving 
performance due to the different types of interruption initiation were masked by general 
driving performance degradation during the interrupting task. The same explanation 
holds true for the different types of finishing LLC In addition, we hypothesize that the 
driving performance after an interrupting task is finished is affected by the perceived 
urgency of the ongoing task, because subjects could run out of time before finishing the 
ongoing task (see section 5.4, pg. 116 for more explanations). This also might mask the 
changes in driving performance due to the changes in the switching behavior. 
5.7 Self assessment 
All subjects were administered a questionnaire after the experiment 
(Appendix B). They had to rate their agreement with given statements using Likert scale 
from 0 to 4 (0 - strongly disagree, 1 - disagree, 2 - undecided, 3 - agree, 4 - strongly 
agree). There were two questions that show how subjects perceived difficulty of the 
spoken tasks: "Twenty Questions game was difficult" (the ongoing task) and "Last letter 
word game was difficult" (the interrupting task). Figure 5.44 shows how the drivers rated 
the tasks, while Figure 5.45 shows how the dispatchers rated the tasks. Figure 5.46 
presents the same ratings as histograms. 
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Figure 5.47 Median for difficulty ratings for the ongoing and the interrupting tasks for 
the drivers and the dispatchers. 
Statistical analysis showed that the drivers and the dispatchers rated the 
interrupting task as significantly more difficult than the ongoing task 
(F(l,15)=6.25,p=0.002). It is important to understand that ANOVA analysis might not be 
applicable to the data from Likert scales [88], but the same conclusion is supported by the 
median values. Figure 5.47 shows the median difficulty ratings for the drivers and the 
dispatchers. This demonstrates that the subjects realized that the tasks had different 
difficulties, which is consistent with the performance measures. The same conclusion is 
confirmed by inspecting the histograms of the ratings in Figure 5.46. This conclusion 
implies that the subjects expected the interrupting task to be more difficult and, therefore, 
could prepare themselves to pay extra attention to it. For the drivers this could be the 
cause of the decreased driving performance during the interrupting task as shown in 
section 5.4 (pg. 116). 
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5.8 Observations 
The current experiment setup was not designed to make conclusions about 
some trends observed in the data. We still felt compelled to share our observations, 
because they could contribute to future research, which we describe in Chapter 7. 
Figure 5.48 Pause before questions for different subject pairs. 
12.0 
Figure 5.49 Pause before naming a word for different subject pairs. 
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Figure 5.48 and Figure 5.49 show the average duration of a pause before 
asking a question or naming a word for all subject pairs. These plots suggest that subjects 
adapted their speech to each other, which is consistent with the findings of Oviatt et al. 
[89]. Even though it is clear that different subjects have different pause durations there is 
a significant correlation between the subjects for the ongoing task (r(16)=0.502,p=0.048) 
and the interrupting task (r(16)=0.840,p<0.001). Figure 5.50 shows the speaking rate for 
the drivers and the dispatchers for different subject pairs during the ongoing task. Figure 
5.51 shows the speaking rate during the interrupting task. The correlation between the 
drivers and the dispatchers is not significant (r(16)=0.322,p=.224) during the ongoing 
task, but it is significant (r(16)=0.821,p<0.001) for the interrupting tasks. It seems that 
the subjects are adapting to each other more during the interrupting task then during the 
ongoing task. For our research it means that the performance measures for the spoken 
tasks could be affected not just by driving, but also by the behavior of the dispatchers. 
For example, a driver might slow down in verbal response not because of the difficulty of 
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Figure 5.51 Speaking rate during the interrupting task. 
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 (section 5.2, pg. 96) show that both subjects learn 
during the duration of the experiment, but the plots do not exhibit a gradual adaptation. 
Figure 5.52 shows speaking rate during different games (averaged for all experiments). 
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This plot also does not exhibit a gradual adaptation between the subjects. Overall, we 
were not able to find that the subjects adapt to each other more as the experiments 
progressed, which could imply that the adaptation, if any, happens quickly. 
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Figure 5.52 Speaking rate during the interrupting task for different games. 
Driving performance measures (section 5.4, pg. 116) suggest that the drivers 
allocated more attention to driving during the ongoing task. It could be that because more 
attention was given to the interrupting task, the subjects adapted better to each other 
during the interrupting task. In order to test this hypothesis we would need to switch 
drivers and dispatchers between different pairs. The data do not show who is adapting to 
whom. It seems logical to assume that because the driver has to drive the dispatcher has 
more resources to adapt. On the other hand, the adaptation could be subconscious and 
both the drivers and the dispatchers change their behavior. We leave further elaboration 
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Figure 5.53 Pause before a question as a function of the turn number. 
Figure 5.53 shows that the pause before asking a question depends on the turn 
number. To build this graph we removed all unsuccessful games and focused on the 
games that had exactly 6 turns. For example, if the driver finished the ongoing task in 
five and less turns, or seven and more turns, or the driver failed the game, then we would 
exclude this game from the analysis. In other words, we used the data only from the 
games that had 6 complete turns for the twenty questions game, which is the largest 
subset of games (27% or 103 games as shown in Figure 5.1). The shape of the curves in 
Figure 5.53 is consistent with the predictions of Art-R models [24], which state that the 
more items a person must recall the longer it takes to recall them. For the ongoing task 
the very first question is simple, because there are only three rooms to choose from. The 
very last question is simple because by this time it is clear what the object is. On the other 
hand, the measure for every turn might be biased by the presence of an interruption. 
Figure 5.54 shows the pause before a question for games that were not interrupted. These 
games were completed before an interruption happened. Given that we had only 15 
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games (4%) that were not interrupted we cannot make a strong conclusion and, hence, 
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The problem we are addressing in this work is the lack of knowledge about the 
interaction between multi-threaded dialogs and a manual-visual task. We designed 
experiments that utilized driving as an example of a manual visual task, and two spoken 
tasks as a basis for our multi-threaded dialog. Our goals were to look at the interaction 
between the performance measures in driving and the spoken tasks, and how people 
manage multi-threaded spoken dialogs while driving. We designed and ran the 
experiments. We analyzed the collected data, and in our conclusion we will go over our 
findings and summarize our contributions. 
6.1 Spoken task performance while driving 
Hypothesis 1 stated that a spoken task performance degrades in the presence of 
driving. We found indications that driving influenced the twenty questions game, because 
drivers made more wrong guesses than the dispatchers (section 5.3, pg. 104), but this 
difference was not significant. We hypothesize that increasing the difficulty of the 
ongoing task by increasing the number of participating objects (as explained in section 
4.3, pg. 58) will result in a larger impact of driving on the ongoing task. We did not find 
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indications that driving affected any performance measure of the last letter word game. 
We hypothesize that this difference between the ongoing task and the interrupting task is 
caused by the difference in perceived urgency or difficulty of the tasks. This means if the 
last letter word game would not be perceived as urgent, then we would see degradation of 
the task performance in the presence of driving. It is important to notice that for certain 
interruption timings we did observe the impact of driving on both spoken tasks, as 
discussed below in section 6.3. 
We also predicted that more demanding driving conditions will negatively 
influence the spoken tasks. The data (section 5.5, pg. 126) did not show that driving 
difficulty influenced our spoken tasks. This might be due to the fact that the difference 
between driving difficulties for straight and curvy roads were not big enough to produce 
noticeable changes in the spoken tasks. In other words, our assumption about the 
difficulty of the road curvature as compared to the straight road was not correct (section 
4.6,pg.71). 
6.2 Spoken tasks affect driving performance 
Hypothesis 2 stated that the spoken tasks affect driving performance. Our data 
testify that two different spoken tasks affected driving differently. The last letter word 
game affected driving more than the twenty questions game. For example, the lane 
position variance increases during the last letter word game as compared to the lane 
position variance before the interruption (section 5.4, pg. 116). This finding is consistent 
with the results found by Strayer and Johnston [52]. Wickens acknowledges that the 
multiple resource model cannot properly explain this difference [1]. The multiple 
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resource model states that if the tasks are separated in all dimensions from each other, 
there should be no performance decrements in either task, because no resources are 
shared. In our experiment different spoken tasks affected driving differently, which 
cannot be explained using multiple resource model. We suggest that the urgency 
associated with the last letter word game caused the driver to focus more on the last letter 
word game, which resulted in the neglect of the driving task. It also could be that the 
expected difficulty of the task changed how the task was handled (section 5.7, pg. 146). 
6.3 Timing of a switch influences spoken tasks 
Hypothesis 3 stated that there is an interaction between the time when a second 
dialog thread interrupts the first dialog thread and the performance associated with the 
spoken tasks. We found that the timing of an interruption affects the drivers and the 
dispatchers differently. The drivers were affected by the timing of interruptions, while the 
dispatchers were not. For example, for turn based interruption timings the drivers had a 
longer pause before asking a question during early interruptions as compared to the 
dispatchers, or when comparing drivers' pauses between early and middle interruptions 
(section 5.3.1, pg. 107). Similarly, we found that according to level based interruption 
timings the drivers had longer pause before naming a word during early interruptions 
when comparing to the pauses for middle and late interruptions (section 5.3.2, pg. 113). It 
seems that the additional load imposed by driving resulted in such an effect. This implies 
that dialog management has increased importance for drivers, because a driver can be 
affected by poor dialog management performance more than a person not engaged in a 
manual-visual task. 
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We did not find an interaction between driving difficulty and timing of 
interruptions which might be expected given the conclusion above. We hypothesize that 
this might be due to our wrong assumption about driving difficulty as explained in 
section 6.1. 
6.4 Switching behavior 
Hypothesis 4 stated that people utilize a number of switching behaviors during 
their interactions. We found indications that the drivers and the dispatchers might use 
different switching behavior, but the trend was not significant. We suggest that the trend 
was not significant because the levels of the road difficulty were not properly chosen 
(section 4.6, pg. 71). Still, the drivers seem to use signaling for finishing the interrupting 
task less often as compared to the dispatchers (section 5.6.2, pg. 135). This could be 
explained by the additional workload caused by the driving task. Another possibility 
could be that the drivers chose to speak less in order to focus on the driving task. This 
would mean that the drivers are aware of the increased workload and attempt to maintain 
the driving performance. We also found that, in relation to the adjacency pairs, the 
drivers and the dispatchers introduce interruptions similarly. This could imply that the 
process of decision making of when to interrupt was not affected by the driving task or 
that the drivers did not allow the driving to affect their decision making process. 
6.5 Urgency of the interrupting task 
Hypothesis 5 stated that more urgent interrupting tasks will be dealt with more 
quickly. The data from the navigation experiment described in Chapter 3 did not show 
that the urgency of the interrupting task changed how the drivers reacted to the task 
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(section 3.12, pg. 43). It could be that the subjects choose to react as quickly as possible, 
because they were given instructions to complete the tasks quickly. It also could be that 
the difference in the levels of urgency was too small to encourage a changed behavior. 
The data from our twenty questions experiment described in Chapter 4 suggested that the 
urgency of the task might influence how the tasks are performed if we compare a task 
that have urgency associated with it and a task that does not (section 5.4, pg. 116). 
6.6 Goal 1 
Our first goal was to investigate the interaction between multi-threaded dialogs 
formed by two spoken tasks and driving. The data collected from our experiments 
(described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) showed that there is, indeed, an interaction. 
Moreover, the spoken tasks influence the driving performance, and driving influences the 
spoken tasks. We also found that this interaction was different for our spoken tasks as 
explained above. 
It could be that the urgency associated with a task allows the shift of attention 
from one task to another, resulting in a degraded performance on the tasks that are 
perceived less urgent. On the other hand, the perceived difficulty of the tasks could create 
the same situation. In either case, the fact that the driving performance decreased during 
the interrupting task suggests that even through the driving task and the interrupting tasks 
must use different resources according to the multiple resource model [1], there is a 
shared resource between them, which can be allocated to one task or another (Vergauwe 
et al. [90] arrived to a similar conclusion using data from their own experiments). This 
means that the perceived urgency or the perceived difficulty of a task must be controlled 
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or else the driving performance will suffer. This is an important consideration for the 
design of the human-computer interactions. 
We propose that resources shared by tasks are shared based on attention, which 
can shift any given resource to any given task, while ignoring the demands of the other 
task. For example, in case of the interrupting task, the driver focused on the interrupting 
task (allocated more attention to this task), and thus the driving performance suffered. 
With the ongoing task, the driver focused more on driving, and, as a result, the 
performance of the ongoing task suffered. This interpretation is consistent with the 
previous research [52,56]. MacDonald and Hoffmann [56] also concluded that a driver's 
strategy of attention allocation would affect the driving performance measures. 
6.7 Goal 2 
Our second goal was to investigate how people manage multi-threaded dialogs 
when one participant is driving a vehicle. Our experiment setup did not produce a range 
of different behaviors for the drivers and the dispatchers. We attribute this to the 
experiment setup, which allowed subjects to complete the tasks without using different 
behaviors. This implies that in some cases (as in this research) manual-visual task does 
not require a change in subject's behavior in order to complete required spoken tasks. 
On the other hand, the data provided an interesting insight that, on average, the 
drivers and the dispatchers used the same number of turns in their games, but the drivers 
were slower than the dispatchers. We hypothesize that the drivers sometime have slower 
responses in the ongoing task due to the increased workload caused by the presence of 
the driving task. Theoretically, the drivers could have used a different strategy to cope 
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with the increased workload: instead of thinking longer about a question, they could have 
asked more questions while thinking less about each question (our data show that the 
drivers did not use this strategy). It is possible that we do not observe such a behavior 
because the drivers are unable to ask questions faster, which would indicate a limit 
caused by the cognitive load. We do not know whether the drivers chose to think longer 
or had to think longer. In either case, the exhibited behavior is an indicator that people 
might prefer a slower but more precise response from the computer rather than a faster 
but less precise response. This is based on the fact that the drivers had longer pauses 
during the games with early interruptions. 
Collecting data about how different types of spoken tasks interfere with driving 
is an important step for understanding the connection between the cognitive load imposed 
by the different spoken and manual-visual tasks. This research provided data for an 
improvement of our understanding of how drivers can use speech to safely interact with 
proliferating in-car electronic devices. 
6.8 Contributions 
The first contribution is finding a spoken task (section 4.3, pg. 58) that satisfies 
the constraints (section 4.1, pg. 49) imposed by the presence of a manual visual task. We 
showed how this task can be used with another spoken task (section 4.4, pg. 66) to enable 
subjects to participate in a multi-threaded spoken dialog. We created an experiment setup 
(Chapter 4) that can be used to investigate the interaction between spoken tasks in a 
multi-threaded dialog and manual-visual tasks. We used driving as a manual-visual task, 
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but we envision the applicability of this experiment setup to research that uses other 
manual-visual tasks. 
The second contribution of this dissertation is the corpora that we collected 
during our experiments (section 3.11, pg. 43 and section 5.1, pg. 89). The corpora allow 
researches in different disciplines (human-factors, computer science, linguistics, etc.) to 
select their assumptions for future research. For example, the data show how learning 
affects the twenty questions game (section 5.2, pg. 96), which might be a starting point 
for research on how learning in the twenty questions game is effected by different driving 
conditions. The corpora also contain data channels that were not used for analysis in this 
dissertation and these data channels are available for future investigations. For instance, 
Palinko et al. [87] use our eye-tracker data to estimate the cognitive load of the drivers 
based on the recorded pupil size. 
The third contribution is the data analysis. We showed our findings about the 
interaction between the spoken tasks and driving, as well as, investigation of different 
behavior exhibited by the drivers and the dispatchers. We also showed observed trends in 
the data, such as indications for accommodation between the subjects. We found that 
driving affects the spoken tasks and the spoken tasks affect driving. The data collected in 
this research suggests that this interaction between driving and the spoken tasks cannot be 
explained by the multiple resource model [1]. The multiple resource model states that if 
the tasks are separated in all dimensions from each other, there should be no performance 
decrements in either task, because no resources are shared. The data do show that driving 
affects the spoken tasks, even though, according to the multiple resource model, they are 
not sharing the same resources. We suggest that subjects allocate different resources to 
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different tasks based on the perceived urgency or difficulty of the tasks. This implies that 
designers of systems that can handle multi-threaded dialogs in a vehicle should consider 
how the tasks urgency or difficulty is perceived by the users. 
The following chapter outlines opportunities for future research that can utilize 
our contributions to further our understanding of interaction between multi-threaded 




Our conclusions discussed in Chapter 6, as well as the trends visible in the data 
provided us with the ideas for future research. In this chapter we outline a few 
suggestions for future work based on our conclusions and results. Some of the 
suggestions will be aimed to improve the current experiment setup, while others will 
require completely new experiment setups. 
7.1 Spoken task performance while driving 
We found that driving influenced the ongoing task (twenty questions game), 
but did not influence the interrupting task (last letter word game). We hypothesize that 
the perceived urgency of tasks, and not the tasks themselves, is the cause. In order to test 
this hypothesis one can use the last letter word game as the ongoing task, and the twenty 
questions game as the interrupting task. If the new experiment setup shows the same 
trends for the ongoing and the interrupting tasks as in this research, then the difference in 
how driving influenced the spoken tasks cannot be attributed to the tasks. It is also 
important to ask the participants how they perceived the urgency of the tasks. This could 
help us to assess if, indeed, subjects perceive one task as more urgent than the other. 
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The difference in driving difficulties between straight and curvy roads did not 
allow us to see the influence of the road difficulty on the spoken tasks. We suggest that 
using turns with a smaller radius should create more difficulty difference between straight 
and curvy roads [20]. Introducing crosswinds along the road is another possibility [91] 
that could increase the driving difficulty. Increased difference in driving difficulty would 
allow us to see the nature of the interaction between driving difficulty and the spoken 
tasks. 
7.2 Spoken tasks affect driving performance 
We found that the ongoing task did not influence the driving as much as the 
interrupting task did. Similarly to the suggestions in section 7.1, switching the ongoing 
and the interrupting tasks might show the source of this difference. We hypothesize that 
the perceived urgency is the source of this situation. Alternatively, it is possible to 
instruct the drivers to treat the driving task as a priority, regardless of the current spoken 
task. This approach could force the drivers to maintain the driving performance and as a 
result one might see more degradation in the spoken task performance and less 
degradation in driving performance. On the other hand, if one knows that the drivers 
make their best effort to focus on the driving, then one can judge how much the spoken 
tasks interfere with driving. 
Increasing the driving difficulty, as suggested in section 7.1, can highlight the 
effects that the spoken tasks have on driving performance. Increasing the spoken tasks 
difficulty also might create more interference with driving. Our data suggest that there is 
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a relationship between driving difficulty and the spoken tasks difficulty. Manipulating 
these difficulties in an experiment would allow one to investigate this relationship. 
7.3 Timing of a switch influences spoken tasks 
We only observed the effect of early interruptions on the spoken tasks. We did 
not monitor the emotional state of the participants, which according to the previous 
research [38] might be affected by the timing of interruptions. It could be beneficial to 
use physiological measurements [43,44,46] to track the emotional state of the subjects. 
These measurements can also be used to estimate of the cognitive load for the 
participants. The cognitive load estimation should also help with computational approach 
for multiple resource model as described by Horrey and Wickens [50]. 
Horrey and Wickens [50] developed a computational model for the multiple-
resource model. Current experiment design did not produce large variability in 
performance measures. If our experiment design is modified to produce more variability 
in task performance measures, then it will be possible to compare the measured values 
with predictions of the computational model. Introducing more variation into spoken 
tasks or driving difficulty should produce more changes in the performance measures. 
Currently, Palinko et al. [87] use data from our experiments to estimate the 
cognitive load of the drivers based on the recorded pupil size. New information about 
what cognitive load is experienced by the drivers could allow one to investigate the 
relationship between the spoken tasks and driving from a new prospective. 
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7.4 Switching behavior 
The small number of the resumption activities in our latest experiment setup 
(section 5.6.2, pg. 135) calls for the increased difficulty of the interrupting task. This can 
be accomplished by increasing the number of words a person must name during the 
interrupting task, or by providing additional restrictions on words that can be used. For 
example, subjects could be restricted to name only food items that have only four letters. 
On the other hand, increasing the difficulty of the twenty questions game by increasing 
the number of participating objects might also result in an increase of the resumption 
activities. 
7.5 Urgency of the interrupting task 
Data from the navigation experiment (section 3.12, pg. 43) did not show that 
the subjects were affected by the urgency level. We hypothesize that the lack of 
differentiation between two urgency levels was the cause. One can use a longer time 
delay for non-urgent interruptions to make it clear to the subjects that the urgency levels 
are different. 
For the twenty questions experiment (Chapter 4), similar to our suggestions in 
section 7.2, explicitly specifying task priorities for the tasks could allow us to see if the 
perceived urgency effected the performance measurements. It is also possible to use the 
same tasks, but remove the time limit for the interrupting task. By comparing the new 
data to the data from the current experiment (Chapter 5) one could find if the urgency 
associated with the tasks had an effect on the performance measures. 
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7.6 More suggestions 
Adding more events to the simulation scenario, such as sudden brakes of the 
leading vehicle, could allow one to measure brake reaction times of a driver [54,85]. 
These measures could provide more information about the driver's attention to the road 
on a small time scale. For instance, by timing the stimulus for braking for particular 
subtasks in the ongoing spoken task (asking a question, answering a question, etc.) it 
would be possible to compare how the driver's attention changes during these subtasks. 
This information would allow one to locate the parts of the spoken tasks that create the 
most interference with the driving task. 
The current experiment design did not test the effects of the interruptions on 
the ongoing task. By having a baseline by allowing the subjects to perform the ongoing 
task without any interruptions, one can compare the subject's performance on the ongoing 
task before and after interruptions. This comparison with the baseline could show how 
long the interruptions disrupt the ongoing task and driving. 
The data from the current experiment suggest that humans exhibit adaptive 
behavior, which is in agreement with the previous work by Oviatt et al. [89]. There is 
also research on convergence during conversational interactions, which suggest that 
people adapt their speech to match each other. For example, Pardo [92] found phonetic 
convergence during spoken interaction in Map Task corpus [69]. We hypothesize that the 
dispatchers are more likely to adapt to the drivers than vice versa. This can be tested by 
pairing different drivers and dispatchers to see how they adapt to each other. When doing 
this, one must be careful to manage learning effects of the participants. In addition, it is 
possible to correlate variables from different pairs of subjects by randomly pairing 
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dispatchers and drivers [93]. This also might test if drivers and dispatchers adapt to each 
other. 
The "Wizard of Oz" approach [10] can also be used to manipulate how the 
system responds to the user, to see how subjects adjust to these changes. In the "Wizard 
of Oz" approach, the drivers will think that they are playing the games with a computer, 
while in fact, there is a person controlling the computer. It will be possible to compare the 
results between the new setup and this research to see if drivers use the same methods 
when performing tasks with another person or when doing these tasks with a computer. 
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B.1 For navigation experiment 
Personal information questionnaire 




Are you a student? 
No Undergraduate Graduate 
If not a student, what is your highest education level? 
High school College Graduate 
Is English your native language? 
Yes No but I've been speaking English for years. 
Are you left-handed or right-handed? 
Left-handed Right-handed 
If you have a valid driver's license, what year you got it? 
Exactly in Approximately in 
I do not remember No driver's license 
Approximately how often do you drive? 
Never A few times a month A few times a week Daily 
Have you been in a driving simulator before? Check all that apply. 
Never Once or twice Many times At UNH 
How well do you know your partner for the experiment? 
We never met before We never talked 
We talk occasionally We are friends 
Approximately how often do you play video games? 
Never Once a month Once a week Daily 
Experiment questionnaire 
Subject ID: Date: Time: 
Please indicate the level of agreement with each of the 14 statements belo. 
The instructions at the beginning of the experiment were clear. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
IR^S 
I understood what I had to do in the navigation task. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
I understood what I had to do when a warning message appeared on the screen. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
Communication with the other person worked well. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
Training was sufficient. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
The experiment was interesting. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
The experiment was very short. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
The experiment was very long. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
The on-screen messages were frustrating. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
Car breakdowns were frustrating. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
I was satisfied with the team performance. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
Please use the space below to provide comments and suggestions about the study. 
Questions for Police Officer 
I gave driving a higher priority than reacting to on-screen messages. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
The simulated road was difficult to drive on. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
I was comfortable driving in the simulator. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
The dispatcher successfully guided me to my destination points. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
I was waiting until the intersection to provide information about an interruption. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
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I was waiting for a straight part of a road to provide information about an interruption. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
I did not need to provide feedback to the dispatcher, because he knew where I was. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
I was lost and dispatcher did not know where I was. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
I learned the layout of the city and could navigate it by myself. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
I responded to interruptions as quickly as I could. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
Questions for dispatcher 
The police officer provided me with enough feedback. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
The police officer followed my directions well. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
I knew where in the city the car was at all times. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
I was frustrated with the map. 
Strongly Agree / Agree / Undecided / Disagree / Strongly Disagree 
187 
B.2 Twenty questions experiment 
All questionnaires were presented using in a computerized form [77] and are 
presented here for completeness. All surveys were automatically marked with the proper 
experiment code and subject role. 
Before experiment questionnaire 
What is your gender? Please choose *only one* of the following: Female / Male 
What is your age? 
What is your level of education? Please choose *only one* of the following: 
Freshman / Sophomore / Junior / Senior /1st year graduate / 2nd year graduate / 3rd year 
graduate / More than 3 years of graduate school 
Is English your native language? Please choose *only one* of the following: 
Yes / No 
Only answer this question if you answered No to the previous question 
How many years are you using English for spoken communication? Please choose *only 
one* of the following: 
1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 5 to 10 / more than 10 
For how many years have you been driving? Please choose *only one* of the following: 
1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 5 to 10 / more than 10 
Indicate level of your agreement with the following statements: 
I have a seasonal sickness (flue, cold, etc.). 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
I am in my usual state of fitness. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
Did you participate in a driving simulator study before? Yes / No 
Did you use UNH simulator before? Please choose *only one* of the following: Yes / No 
How often do you play computer games (not counting card and puzzle games)? Solitaire 
and minesweeper do not count. Please choose *only one* of the following: 
Every day / A few times a week / Once a week / A few times a month / Rarely / Never 
188 
How well do you know the other person participating in this experiment? Please choose 
*only one* of the following: 
We never met before 
We talked once or twice before 
We talk occasionally 
We talk regularly 
We know each other very well 
After experiment questionnaire 
Please indicate the level of agreement with each of the statements below. Please choose 
the appropriate response for each item: 
The instructions at the beginning of the experiment were clear. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
I understood what I had to do for the twenty questions game. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
Training was sufficient. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
It was difficult to remember the questions to ask about the objects. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
List of objects was too long. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
The tasks were very easy. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
The experiment was interesting. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
The experiment was very short. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
The experiment was very long. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
Communication with the other person worked well. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
I was satisfied with the team performance. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
The other person responded very slowly. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
18Q 
Please indicate the level of agreement with each of the statements below 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
Last Letter game was difficult 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
It was difficult to come up with new words for Last Letter game 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
Only answer the following questions if you are a driverl understood what I had to do in 
the driving task. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
The simulated road was difficult to drive on. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
I was comfortable driving in the simulator. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
I responded to interruptions as quickly as I could. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
The on-screen messages were interfering with driving. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
The on-screen messages were obstructing my view. 
Strongly disagree / Disagree / Undecided / Agree / Strongly agree 
Simulator Sickness Questionnaire 
Are you talking this survey before the experiment or after? Please choose *only one* of 
the following: Before the experiment / After the experiment 
Please, provide information about how the following symptoms are affecting you right 
now. Please choose the appropriate response for each item: 
General discomfort: None / Slight / Moderate / Severe 
Fatigue: None / Slight / Moderate / Severe 
Drowsiness: None / Slight / Moderate / Severe 
Sweating: None / Slight / Moderate / Severe 
Difficulty concentrating: None / Slight / Moderate / Severe 
Mental depression: None / Slight / Moderate / Severe 
1Q0 
Visual flashbacks (visual illusion of movement or false sensations of movement, when 
NOT in a simulator, car, or aircraft): 
None / Slight / Moderate / Severe 
Faintness: None / Slight / Moderate / Severe / Aware of breathing: None / Slight / 
Moderate / Severe 
Confusion: None / Slight / Moderate / Severe 
Eyestrain: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Difficulty focusing: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Blurred vision: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Headache: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Fullness of the head: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Dizziness with eyes open: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Dizziness with eyes closed: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Vertigo (Vertigo is experienced as loss of orientation with respect to vertical upright): 
None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Nausea: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Stomach awareness (Stomach awareness is usually used to indicate a feeling of 
discomfort which is just short of nausea): None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Loss of appetite: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Increased appetite: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Desire to move bowels: None / Slight/ Moderate/ Severe 
Burping: No / One time/ 2 Times/ 3 Times/ Less than 5 times/ less than 10 times/ A lot 
Vomiting: No / One time/ 2 Times/ 3 Times/ Less than 5 times/ less than 10 times/ A lot 
Please specify what other symptoms you are experiencing and what their severity is. 
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APPENDIX C 
GAME INFORMATION DOCUMENTS 
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C.1 Navigation experiment 
Procedure 
1. Read and sign IRB consent form (5 minutes) 
2. Read instructions (5 minutes) 
3. Training session (20 minutes) 
4. Experiment (35 minutes) 
5. Fill out questionnaire (5 minutes) 
Police officer 
You are taking the role of a police officer. You were sent into an unfamiliar part 
of your city. Your goal is to follow directions from a dispatcher using radio 
communication. The dispatcher has a map of the city, but because of construction, some 
parts of the map could be out of date. You should provide the dispatcher with landmarks, 
such as description of buildings and billboards. Your goal is to go through all destination 
points as fast as possible, but it's not allowed to go over 30 mph and you must stop at 
every stop sign. 
You must not go past the construction barrels that are placed across some streets. 
The car has a built in engine failure detection system. This system has the ability 
to fix the engine if it has information about how to do the fix. The dispatcher can send 
this information to your car. When you see a message "Check engine" on the screen, your 
car is about to break down. You should inform the dispatcher about this message, so he 
can send required information to your car. 
Your radio system also detects the loss of connection strength of the data link 
between the car and the dispatcher office. When you see a message "Check link", you 
also must inform the dispatcher. If you fail to do so the car will stop until the data link is 
established again. 
You will see "estimated time to failure" progress bar under the warning messages. 
The car will break or stop once the progress bar is at 100%. 
Thank you very much for your participation. 
Dispatcher 
You are taking the role of a dispatcher in the police headquarters. There is a police 
officer who needs your assistance. Your goal is to navigate this officer from his current 
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location to the points marked on your map. There are three points marked 1, 2, and 3 
respectively. You should communicate with the officer to discover where he is on the 
map and after that you provide directions to point 1. Once the officer reached point 1 you 
provide him with the directions to point 2. And from point 2, the officer should go to 
point 3. 
There was recent construction in the city and some parts of the map could be out 
of date: some roads could be closed, and some roads could be opened. You should work 
with the officer to detect what parts of the map are out of date. There are red rectangles 
on the map that denote construction barrels and the officer is not allowed to go past them. 
Try all the streets leading to the destination one by one. Eventually one of them will be 
free of construction. 
If the officer informs you that there is a "Check engine" sign, you should ask what 
the speed the vehicle is. This will provide enough information for the system to fix the 
car. 
If the officer informs you that there is a "Check link" sign, you should ask how far 
the car is from the next road intersection (a block away, half a block away, third of a 
block away). This will provide enough information for the system to fix the data link. 
Thank you very much for your participation. 
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C.2 Twenty questions experiment 
The following text was given to all the subjects prior to the twenty question 
experiment, described in Chapter 4. 
Team scoring 
You and your partner have a goal to finish as many games of Twenty Questions 
(described below) as possible during the experiment, while completing all the Last Letter 
games (described below). Games will happen in parallel. There will be a limited time for 
each game. You will receive a point for each completed game and naming task. A point 
will be taken from you for every incomplete game or word naming task. If you finish 
game after the time ran out you will receive half a point. Depending on your performance 
you will receive a prize at the end of the experiment. You will receive $5 bonus if you 
will perform well. 
The game of Twenty Questions 
You are going to a play a variation of a game called Twenty Questions. Two 
people play this game. One person is the Answerer and the other is the Questioner. The 
Answerer is given a word or a phrase, and the goal of the Questioner is to discover that 
word or phrase in the shortest period of time (the smallest number of questions). The 
object that the word or phrase represents is always a home appliance. Figure bellow 
shows all appliances that will be used in the game as well as possible classification of 
them. 
The Questioner can only ask questions that can be answered with yes or no. The 
goal of the Answerer is to help the Questioner, but the Answerer can only say: yes, no or 
cannot say (meaning that any answer would be ambiguous, or is simply not known by the 
Answerer). For your team to receive a point, the Questioner has to correctly identify the 
word that the Answerer was given at the beginning of the game. The Questioner has only 
one chance to name the appliance, so make sure you ask all the relevant questions. There 
should be no guessing. 
In this experiment both participants will be playing two games in parallel, 
performing a different role in each game. The person who is not driving starts asking 
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questions first when starting a new game. Here is an example game of two parallel 
Twenty Questions games between you and your partner. In game one (gl) you are the 
Questioner (Q) and in game two (g2) you are the Answerer (A). As the Answerer you are 
given object "Main Light." Your partner is given object "Blender": 
You(Qgl): 
Partner (A gl): 
Partner (Q g2): 
You (A gl): 
You(Qgl): 
Partner (A gl): 
Partner (Q g2): 
You (A g2): 
You(Qgl): 
Partner (A gl): 
Partner (Q g2): 
You (A gl): 
You (Q gl): 
Partner (A gl): 
Partner (Q g2): 
You (A gl): 
You(Qgl): 
Partner (A gl): 
Partner (Q g2): 
You (A gl): 
Is it in the bathroom? 
No 
Is it in the kitchen? 
Yes 
Is it in the living room? 
Yes 
Is it used for heating? 
No 
Is it a utility item? 
Yes 
Is it used for food processing? 
Yes 
Does it have moving parts 
No 
Does it have sharp edges? 
Yes 
Is it a Main Light 
Yes 
Is it a blender? 
Yes 
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Examples of good questions 
Is it usually found in a kitchen? 
Is it usually found in a living room? 
Is it usually found in a bathroom? 
Is it used for heating food? 
Is it used for food processing? 
Does it have a door? 
Is it used directly on food? 
Is it used for entertainment? 
Is it used for comfort? 
Does it show pictures? 
Does it play sounds? 
Does it have moving parts? 
Does it touch face when used? 
Does it require water to work? 
Last Letter game 
You will be given a task of naming a word that starts with a given letter and is 4 
or 5 letters long. For example, when you see a message that says "S" with a progress bar, 
you need to interrupt the ongoing Twenty Questions game and initiate the Last Letter 
game. You can do this by saying: 
Name a 4 or 5 letter word that starts with S. 
Your partner might say Soda. Now you have to name a 4 or 5 letter word that 
starts with the last letter of the word created by your partner. In this example, you may 
use a 4 or 5 letter word that starts with A (arch or apple, for instance). Now it's your 
partner's turn to name a word that starts with the last letter of your word. You repeat this 
3 times. Overall, each of the participants names three words. Once you have named three 
words you can continue with the Twenty Questions game. 
You have a time limit to complete a given Last Letter game. The message that 
informs you about this task will have a progress bar next to it. You must name three 
words before the progress bar reaches 100%. You cannot repeat words that you have 
already used. If it takes you too long to name a word which has a given number of letters 
you can name a word with any number of letters. If you use longer/shorter word or did 
not finish the game in time you will lose half a point. If you do not finish the game at all 
you will not get any points for it. 
Playing games 
You can play games when you see words shown on the screen. If there are no 
words shown, it means that you should stay silent. Once you see that words disappeared 
from the screen you should wrap up the current conversation and wait in silence until 
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words appear on the screen again. If words are visible on the screen and you already 
finished the game you may talk to each other or stay silent. 
You always want to finish Last Letter game, but you stop playing twenty 
questions game as soon as the words disappear from your screen, even if you did not 
finish the game yet. 
Driving (for driver only) 
When driving, your goal is to follow the leading vehicle at a safe distance. You 
can ignore all speed limit signs. The vehicle in front of you will keep a constant speed of 
55mph. You should make an attempt to stay with the leading vehicle. Please do not go 
past the leading vehicle, you should follow it. When the leading vehicle stops, you should 
stop as well. 
Good-luck. 
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